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INDEX FORMULAS FOR ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
IN PLANE DOMAINS WITH CORNERS

GREGORY ESKIN

Abstract. We derive the conditions for the operator corresponding to a general

elliptic boundary value problem in a plane domain with corners to be Fredholm

and give an explicit formula for the index of this operator.

1. Introduction

Let 21 be a bounded domain in R such that the boundary d2 is a closed

continuous piecewise smooth curve without self-intersections consisting of N

smooth curved segments Tk , k = I, ... ,N, counted counterclockwise with

respect to 3!. Consider in 2! an elliptic equation of order 2m :

(1.1) A(x,D)u(x) = f(x),

where

x — (xx, x2), o=0¿'/4)'
Im

A(x¿)=   £   ak]k2(x)tfg,       aktki(x)eC°°(2).
k,+k2=0

The ellipticity means that AQ(x, Ç) ̂  0 for ail x e 2 , (£x, ¿;2) ̂  (0,0), where

A0(x ,Ç) is the principal part of A(x ,Ç).
On d2 we shall consider boundary conditions

(1.2) Bkj(x,D)u\Vk =hkj(x),       x eTk, 1 <j< m, 1 <k<N,

where degP^ = mkJ.

We shall assume that Bk (x ,£), 1 < j < m, satisfy the Shapiro-Lopatinsky

condition on T^, 1 < k < N. To formulate the Shapiro-Lopatinsky condition

we shall introduce local coordinates (y\ ' ,y2 ') in a neighborhood of rk in R2

such that y{2 ' = 0 when (y[k) ,yf]) G r\ and y{2] > 0 when (y[k),y2k]) e 21,

yf is small enough, and (y{xk),0)eYk. Let Ak0(y{k), r,(k)), Bk0(y{k),ri{k))
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be the principal parts of A(x ,£), Bkj(x ,£) in this local system of coordinates.

Here n(k) = (n[k), n{k)) are dual coordinates to y(k) = (y{k) ,y(k)). Let

(1.3) Ak0(y{k\n[k\w) = A;0(/k\n\k\w)A¡0(y{k\r,[k),w)

be the factorization of A^y^ ', z/( ') with respect to n2\ i.e., ImuxO for

all roots of A+k0(y(k), n[k), w) and Im w > 0 for all roots of A~0(y{k), n[k), w)

where n[] ^ 0 and deg^0 = deg^0 = m. Elliptic polynomials satisfying

(1.3) are called properly elliptic. Denote

Í14) h^(v^  n^)-   l    f   Bkjo(y{ik)^^k\w)wr-xdw

(1-4) bk]r(yx   ,nx   )~2niJr+        AU/k)t0^Kw)        -

where T+ is a contour in the lower half-plane containing all zeros of

A+k0(y[k)4k)^)-

The Shapiro-Lopatinsky condition means

(1.5) det||¿zí>ík),r,¡fc))||7>r=1^0,

when n[k) ¿ 0, (y\k) ,0) eTk, 1 < k < N. Matrix (1.4) is called the Lopatin-

sky matrix.

We shall consider at first the case when all zeros of Ak0(y^   , n ') are simple,

1 < k < N, i.e.,

2m

(1.6) Ak0(y^ , ,W) = at\y(k)) U^ - KP^V)>
7=1

where

ImA^(vW)<0,    l<j<m,    Imlkj(y(k))> 0,    m+l<j <2m.

Then

m

m f.'\ j+(Jk>  Jk>\     TItJk>     :   rJk>  Jk>\\
(1.6) AkQ(y    ,n    ) = [[(n2   -Àkj(y    ,nx   )),

j-i

where Xkj(y{k) ,n\k))  = ^(y^W?  when   r,[k)  > 0  and  Xkj(y(k) ,n[k))  =

Xk j+m(y    )n[    when r¡[    < 0. In this case the Shapiro-Lopatinsky condition

is equivalent to the condition

det||Pfc70(^\0,^\A,p(^),0,z7¡í:)))Cp=1 ¿o,

r¡\k)¿0, (y[k),0)eTk, l<k<N.

In the last section we shall extend all results to the case of arbitrary properly

elliptic polynomials. We shall study the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.4) in
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the Sobolev spaces with weights as in [3, §24]. Denote by Hs(R ) the Sobolev

space with a norm

(1.8) n«i¿= / (i + \t\2)sm)\2dt,

where

(1.9) «(£) = [ u(x)ei(xA)dx

o

is the Fourier transform of «(x). As usual Hs(2) means the subspace of

Hs(R2) consisting of functions with the support in 2 and Hs(2) means the

restrictions of functions in H (R ) to the domain 2 with the norm

(1.10) 11/11; = inf||//||„

where / is a function (distribution) in 2, If is an arbitrary extension of /

to R belonging to H (R ), and the infimum is taken over all extensions of

/. Consider some imbedding of Tk in R . Then Hs(Tk) means the Sobolev

space on Tk consisting of distributions h extendible to R   with the norm

(1.11) [A],+ = inf [lh]s,

where I h is an arbitrary extension of h to R and [lh]s is the norm in Hs(R ).

Denote by PX,P2, ... ,PN the vertices of the domain 2 ; i.e., Pk_x = Tk_x n

Tfc , 1 < k < N, T0 = TN, P0 = PN. Introduce in a neighborhood of Pk in

R a local system of coordinates (x\ ,x2 ') with the origin at Pk . Denote

by rj(xx,x2) a complex-valued C°°-function in R such that r.(xx,x2) ^

0 outside of Px, ... ,PN, r. = 1 for large (xx,x2), and rj(xx,x2) has the

following form in local coordinates over Pk :

(1.12) rj = (x{k) + ix{k))]rjk0(x(xk),x(2k)),

where rjkQ / 0 and rjk0 e C°°. We shall denote by Hs ^(R2) the space of

functions with a norm

(1.13) NU=¿MW;>
j=0

O

where rQ = 1. The Sobolev spaces Hs N [ß) and Hs{ß) are defined analo-
o

gously to H IS) and HAS). Let p- be the restriction of r.fjc, ,jc^) to dS.
S S J J        I z

Denote by Hs N (Tk) the space of functions on Tk with a norm

(1-14) [<*-&»,<,-
j=0
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Let s be some real number. We shall look for the solution of the boundary value

problem (1.1), (1.2) in Hs^(2) assuming that f e Hs_2m,N,(^ and nkj e

Hs-mk -i/2,zv,(^zc) • In or(ler to have well-defined restrictions of Bkj(x,D)u to

Tk we shall assume that

(1.15) s + Nx > max(mkj + %),

(1.16) s is not an integer if   5 < max(m, . + 5).
k ,J

(If f = 0 in (1.1) then restrictions of Bkj(x,D)u to Tk exist for any s (see

Proposition 3.1). Then we do not need (1.15), (1.16) and can choose any

Nx>0.)
It follows from Lemma 24.5 of [3] that the restriction Bkj(x,D)u\r exists

and

(1.17) [Bkj(x,D)u\Tk]lmkJ_l/2,Nl < C\\u\\lNt,

if conditions ( 1.15), ( 1.16) are satisfied. Note that we always can take a minimal

integer yV, satisfying (1.15), in particular Nx = 0 if s > max^ ¡(mkj + \). The

boundary value problem ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) defines a bounded operator sfs acting from

HsN¡(2) to

^.l* = »,-***&) ^UHs-mkj-l,2,N^k)
k,j

(see §24 of [3] for estimates in weight norms (1.13), (1.14)). We shall prove

Theorem 1.1. Assume that (1.5) holds. Then for all s except a discrete set ~LB

the operator s/s is Fredholm; i.e.,  V.ersfs is a finite-dimensional subspace of

Hs N (2), range of srfs is closed in ßl? N ; and coker ¿af k, %?s n | Im s?s is finite-

dimensional where Im^ is the range stfs. Moreover, Zß = \Jk=x(l - ReZit_1)

where XA:_1  is the contribution of the vertex Pk_x, and it is the set of zeros of

det Mk_, 0(z) (see (5.48)) in the case of simple roots of A0(x, Ç) and the set of

zeros of detMl_x q(z) (see (9.27)) in the general case.

The Fredholm property of elliptic boundary value problems in domains with

corners was considered in many papers (see, for example, the recent monograph

[6], the survey [7], and [8] and references there). The difference from these

works is in the use of spaces Hs N , which are more natural, especially for

negative 5, since Hs N (2) is contained in the space of extendible distributions

in 2 (see also [2], where Sobolev's spaces of noninteger positive order are

used, and [9]). The main result of the paper is the formula for the index of

sfs. Since solutions of boundary value problems in domains with corners have

singularities, the index depends on the class of functions in which we consider

the problem, i.e., of 5 where Hs is the corresponding Sobolev space. When

we enlarge the class then the kernel of the corresponding operator sfs increases

and the cokernel decreases.  X„ is the exceptional discrete set of s where the
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index jumps and s#s fails to be Fredholm. We shall give formulas that makes

this dependence on s explicit.

Theorem 1.2. Index of the operator s7s is given by the formula (5.50) in the case

of simple roots of A0(x, <*) and by the formula (9.10) in the general case. When

the principal symbol A0(x, Ç) is real valued one has more explicit formulas (6.37)

in the case of simple roots and (9.33) in the general case. For the second-order

equation with real coefficients the formula for the index has the form (6.33).

The plan of the paper is the following: In §2 we find an explicit solution of

the homogeneous boundary value problem in an infinite corner. The necessary

and sufficient condition for this solution to be bounded in the Sobolev space

is called the "corner condition" and we find an explicit form of this condition

(see (2.73)). In §3 we prove the uniqueness of the solution constructed in §2.

Although the uniqueness result is not used in this paper, it gives an alternative

way to prove Theorem 1.1 and it allows one to obtain the asymptotic expan-

sion of the solution near vertices. Also, Proposition 3.1 in §3 allows one to

replace weighted Sobolev spaces by the usual Sobolev space in the case when

/ = 0 in (1.1). In §4 we start to construct a right regularizer (parametrix)

for operator sfs. We introduce the operator ICS , which is basically the sum

of the parametrix of A(x,D) in R and double layer potentials. Replacing

stfs by the operator sf^X) having the same index, we compute the composition

^0)^0) _ (p^ Operator <PS is studied in §5. It belongs to an algebra of oper-

ators similar to the one studied in [3, §15] (see also [1]). We find the conditions

when <&s is Fredholm and compute its index. In §6 we simplify the formula for

the index of «P^, making it more explicit. In particular we consider separately

the case of a second-order elliptic equation. In §7 we prove that operator s?s

(and therefore srfs) has a finite-dimensional kernel. This completes the prove

of Theorem 1.1. Also we prove in §7 that the operator r[X] is Fredholm for all

s G R and its index is equal to zero: indi?^ = 0. Therefore ind^ = indi>5

and results of §§5 and 6 allow us to obtain the formula for indJ^ . In §8 we

consider examples of boundary value problems for the Laplacian and also some

regularity results. In §9 we remove the restriction made in previous sections

that the symbol of the elliptic operator has only simple roots.

Most of the methods used in the present paper are similar to those in the

author's previous work [3-5].

2. Model problem in a corner

Let G be a corner in R2 formed by the semiaxis T, = {xx > 0, x2 = 0} and

the semiaxis T2 = {yx = -xx cosa - x2 sin a < 0 ,y2 = xx sin a - x2 cosa = 0} .

The interior angle of G counted counterclockwise is equal to a, 0 < a < 2n.

Consider a homogeneous equation in G

(2.1) A0(i£-,i±-^u(xx,x2) = 0,
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where A0(ÇX ,Ç2) is a properly elliptic homogeneous polynomial of degree 2zn

having only simple roots

2m

(2.2) A0(SxA2) = a0Y[(t;2-Xfix),

where a0 ^ 0,

(2.3) ImA, < 0,       Im Vm >0>        l < J < m-

The results of this section play only an auxiliary role and therefore we shall

impose boundary conditions of the form that will be used in following sections.

Let
1/2-5

A1/2-5      (.  d a      . d     .   a      .7\
A-   =(/^cos2 + /â3c:sm2-/0j

1/2-5

1 "* v"2

•y

be a pseudodifferential operator in R   with symbol

(2.4) AX!2-S(ÇX,Z2) = (i, cos \ + £2 sin 2 - zu)

where by definition

i.       tï\1/2-î       ,•        (1/2—5)ln(í-í£) , _ _ „(t- i0)        =limr' ',       t e R, e > 0,
E—»0

and we consider the branch of ln(? - z'e) that is real for t > 0 and e = 0. In all

computations we shall take e > 0 in the beginning and then pass to the limit

e = 0 at a later stage when it will cause no problem.

Denote by X72_s the inverse Fourier transform of the distribution (2.4). Let

x  = UgX be the rotation of the plane by the angle ß , i.e.,

(2.5) xx = xx cos ß - x2 sin ß ,        x2 = xx sin ß + x2 cos ß .

Since F~x(ix - i0)x/2~s = Cx^_3/2r5(x2) where x^72 = 0 for xx < 0 and C

is a constant (see, for example, [3, §2]) we obtain, using the change of variables

(2.5) with ß = -a/2, that

— ¡a a\s~^/2    / a ct\
(2.6) A1/2_i(x) = C (X[ cos-+ x2sin - 1        ô ( -xx sin — + x2cos■=■ ).

Note that support of X72_s(x) belongs to CG, where CG is the complement

of the open domain G. Moreover, if u_ is a distribution with support in CG
1      I")  _   ç _

then the support of A_ u = Xx/2_s * u_ is also in CG. We shall call an

operator A with such a property a "minus"-operator with respect to domain

G. For "minus"-operator A_ and a distribution « in G we have that pGA_lu

is independent of the choice of the extension lu where pG is the restriction

operator to C?.   Note that in (2.4) we can replace a/2 by any ß such that
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0 < ß < a if a < it and a - it < ß < it if a > it. We shall consider the

following boundary conditions:

<"'^04-ior""""2^(i4''4)A-2",^^(x')'
x, > 0, I < j <m,

-id d \*-mj2-l/2

(2"8)  p* {-io^xcosa-idT2sina + i0)

•^(l'4'^'4)A-/2"í/"=M,;l), "i<0> l-j-m'

where p\* ,p2 are the restriction operators to T, ,T2, respectively, Bji(Çx ,£2)

are homogeneous polynomials of degree m.., and coordinates (yx ,y2) are re-

lated to (xx ,x2) by the rotation by the angle ß = it - a, i.e.,

(2.9) yx = -xx cosa - x2 sin a,       y2= xxsina-x2cosa.

Note that

( -i-— cosa - /-— sin a + iO ) = I i--h z'O )
V    dxx dx2 J \dyx        J

is a "minus"-operator with respect to T2; that is, pr (id/dyx + i0)s~mj2~x/2lg is

independent of the choice of the extension l g from T2 to R   since if g_ = 0

for yx > 0 then also (id/dyx + iO)s~mj2~x,2g_ =0 for yx > 0. Analogously

(id/dxx - i0)s~mj'~x/2 is a "minus"-operator with respect to Tx.

As we shall see below, the solution of the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.7),

(2.8) does not belong to L2(G). Therefore in this section we shall modify the

Sobolev spaces Hs N  introduced in § 1.

Denote by H¡X)20(R2) the closure of C^°(R2) in the norm

(2.10)        \\K/2«wl= f \ç\\m\2dç,    ici = v/^+c22.

Note that h[x/2 0(R ) is a subspace of the space of tempered distributions S'

since

l(«.*)1* 753*1/ *(M(Z)di
(2n)   \JR2

and ||Aq     tp\\0 is finite for any f e S.

^ 1        II A1/2     II    MA"1/2     II

- (IttT11   °   M|l°"   °     ̂ °

Note that if \p(xx,x2) G C^°(R2)  then  y/u e HXj2 Nt(R¿)  for any  u e

Hiß,nx (r2) • Indeed we have

K{Ç,n) = (1 + |Í|)17V(Í - ri)\n\~X/2 = KX+K2,
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where

Kx = KXo(n),       K2 = K(l- xQm,       X0(Z) 6 C0°°(R2),

X0(£) = l   for|i|<l.

Therefore K is a kernel of an operator bounded in L2(R )  since Kx  is a

Hilbert-Schmidt kernel and \K2\ < C/(l + |i - n\)3. So for any v e C0°°(R2)

(2.11) \\¥v\\2x/2<C\\Ax0'2v\\20

and therefore  y/u e HX/2(R2)  for any u e H{xX)2fi(R2).   By h[X)2>JV|(R2)  we

denote a completion of C^°(R ) in the norm

¿v,

u\ 0'(2.12) HAo/2"llu>iV, =   £   II*N?A;/2+*I+*2
Zci+Zc2=0

Note that (2.12) is equivalent to

(2.12') £ iiA;/2+/ci+fc2^^«i¿.

k,+k2=0

The space h\\2 N(G) is defined analogously to (1.10).

Theorem 2.1. Let stf be the operator defined by the left-hand sides of (2.7),

(2.8), where u e kerA0 n h\x)2 N(G), kerAQ consists of all distributions in G

satisfying (2.1). Assume that the Shapiro-Lopatinsky condition (see (2.56)) and

the "corner condition" (see (2.73)) are satisfied. Then there exists an operator R

bounded from ß?0Ni = Y[Nj=x H0Ni(Yx) x ]Tjli H0<lfiÇT2) to ker A0 n HX{X)2 >JVi(G)

that is the right inverse to si , i.e..

where I is the identity operator in 7%?^ N , Nx > 0 is arbitrary, and H0 N (R )

(2.13) sfR = I

where I is the identity

is a space with a norm

(2.14) lg(t)]2o,Nl=E
k=0

Proof. We shall construct R explicitly. First we shall consider the case when

0 < a < it. The case when it < a < 2it will be treated in Remark 2.1. Denote

by R0 the following operator:

Ni
,2 fkdk

1 77T8
dr Jo

u = R0(cx ,c2) = £¿ /     e-^^djMdti
j=i Ln J-°°

(2.15) m ' '

7=1- -°°
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where

[XI.       for¿.>0,

;      IWi for^i<°.

u(z/,) will be defined later, and (cx,c2) = {cJX,Cj2} e ß% N , cji are the

Fourier transforms of cji,cjX =0 for jc, < 0, c„ = 0 for yx > 0. It follows

from (2.16) that

(2.17) A0(Cx,Xj(Zx)) = 0,       ImA/^)<0,    V«, ̂  0, 1 < ; < m.

The symbol of AQ(id/dxx, id/dx2) has the following form in the coordinates

y = (yx,y2) (see (2.9)):

2m

(2.18) /Íq (nx ,r¡2) = a0][J(-'71 sin a - n2cosa - X?-nx cosa 4- r,2sina)),

;=i

since x = U_(n_a)y and £ = (C^*(ff_a))-1iy = tf_()l_o)if. So

2m

(2.19) A(X)(nx, n2) = a0(- cosa - A, sina)2w J^(z/2 - p}nx),

j=i

where

sin a - X. cos a
(2.20) p. =-L__— 1</<2/m.

7     - cos a - / sin a

Functions p(nx) in (2.15) have the form

fc

for nx < 0.

/, ,n /   n     J*Vi        for^,>0,
(2.21) Aí,(»7,)=S    ;

Note that

2
(2.22) Imu. = ImA/|cosa + A.sina|  ,

so that ImPj(nx) < 0 for nx # 0,  1 < ;' < m. One can compute integrals in

f, and z/, in (2.15):

GjX(x2,xx -0 - ¿/~ e-''^«0-'^-^ ¿{

"OO

_ i y e-í*2Vi-i(*i-f){i ^
2?r 7o '

(2-23) °    o
_   /       .-'«iWrto-'zi
2tt J —oc-oo

1

2iti(x2Xj +xx-t)     2iti(x2Xj+m +xx-t)'
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where t > 0, (xx ,x2) e G. Analogously

(2.24)
g,2(>w.-o = ¿/_

e-iy2ßj(m)-i(yi-t)m j

2iti(y2Pj +yx-t)     2iti(y2pj+m +yx-t)'

where t < 0. Therefore (2.15) can be rewritten in the following form:

m      /.oo

u = R0(cx ,c2) = J2       GjX(x2,xx - t)cjX(t)dt

(2.25) ;

+ E/     Gj2(y2,yx-t)cj2(t)dt.
■   , J—oo

7=1

Note that in general u does not belong to L2(C7) but, as we shall show now,

u e H{xx)2 ^(G). Denote

ujX=GjXcjX    forx2>0,

(2-26) 1    r .-itoMM-ixA
A     In /:

cjX(Zx)d£,x   forx2<0;

that is, u-x is an extension of G,c, to R . Computing the Fourier transform

of UjX in (xx,x2) we obtain

(2.27)

Therefore

(2.28)

g-A}«/'1^'

0    Jl"°    Jv      \t¡-X2j(Zi)\2 '

/oo
^(c^l'^.-C^,]2.

-00

Using an extension operator of order Nx + 1  (see, for example, (4.55) in [3])

instead of (2.26) one proves that

(2.29)

£   ||xÎ'42A;/2+a:i+^

Zc,+Zt2=0

N,
112 ̂     v^

k¡+k2=0

Ni

Zc=0

dk\+k2
.ç.l/2+ki+k2~

d£,k7 d£,kl j\

n2

ZC[Cjih,Ni
JO

Note that if c■,(<!;,) is smooth and cjX(0) = 0 then ujX e HX/2N¡(R ). There-

fore for arbitrary c,, G H0 N (R1) we can approximate ujX by functions from
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Hxj2 N (R2), and since C~(R2) is dense in Hx/2 Ni(R2) we obtain from (2.29)

that GjXcjX G Hx)2 N (G).  The same arguments apply to Gj2cj2.  Therefore

we proved that RQ is a bounded operator from ^ N   to h\x\ Ni(G) for any

Nx >0. Now substitute (2.15) in the boundary conditions (2.7). We obtain

(2.30)
1       /T°°

£^/        ̂ lifl^tKl)^-2"'«!"1*«!))
kml ¿n J-oo

■(Çi-iOrmjl-l\(ti)e-iXii'dtx

tn     i       /-oo

+ Ht7 I     Bn(ßk(rii) ¿na-nx cosa, - pk(nx) cosa-nx sin a)
i.   ■ Ln J-oo
Zc=l

1/2 — 5
'A_     (//¡.(z/^sina - nx cosa, - pk(nx) cos a - nx sina)

■(pk( nx) sin a - nx cosa- i0)s m'x

= hjX(xx),       xx>0, l<j<m

ciT(z/1)e-"'*('")JC,sina+""X|C0Sarfr/1

1/2-5

1 11—s
We used in (2.30) that A_ is a "minus"-operator and therefore the action of

such an operator on Gkxckx and Gk2ck2 will be the same as that of a differential

operator (see (3.12)—(3.15) in [5], where such computations were made).

Denote

(2.31)

bjkx = BjX(l,Xk) (cos| + Xksin| - i0)'

.- d    i    ^ ■> \ í a       i a n\Xf2~S    -in(s-m.,-1/2)
bjki^Bji(-^-\+J{-COS2~;-k+-S1Tl2~l0)        e

It follows from (2.20) that

(2.32)
(sina-A. cosa) sina 1

p. sin a - cos a =-*—.—¡-cos a =-:—■.-,
K - cos a — Xk sin a - cos a — Xk sin a

(2.32') -pk cos a - sin a = -
— cos a — Xk sin a

Since we assume here that 0 < a < it we have

/,.1 + yM      x-p-/_LT_.,oy-"i
\ - cos a - A^ sin a        / \ - cos a - A¿. sin a        /

= (cosf+A^sinf-z'0)l/2_î,        l<zc<z7i.
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Therefore we have using (2.32), (2.32'), (2.33)

(2.34)

Analogously

b+jkx = BjX( 1,Afc)(cos § + Xk sin § - z0)1/2 s

= BjX(pk sin a - cos a, - pk cos a - sin a)

A1/2"*/ \
• A_      (pk sin a - cos a, - pk cos a - sin a)

i -n\i — "I yi — 1/2
• (//j. sina - cosa - zO)      '     ' .

bA = Bj\^fik+m Sina - C0Sa) 'H+m C0Sa + Sina)

(2.35) -A_ ~s(-(pk+m sina- cosa), pk+m cosa + sina)

• (-(ßk+m Sina - C0Sa) - Í0)S~m"~X/2.

Note that symbols in (2.30) are homogeneous of degree zero. Therefore using

(2.34), (2.35) and computing integrals in <!;, and z/, we obtain

m m

EbkK%+^bjkn++cki
k=\ /fc=l

ckl(t)dt
+ Yb+ — i    _^

f^  Jk'2niJ_00pkxxsina(2.36) £^x  JKl2itt y_00 pkxx sina- x, cosa- t

_yV_L/"0 c*St)dt
^  >k'2iti: J_00 pk+mxx sina- xx cosa- t

where

(2.37)

= hjX(xx),        l<j<m,

i    f°°   ckM)dt± i    f°°   ck(t)at _, _

8(t) = l    for/>0,       0(í) = O   forí<0.

It will be convenient to rewrite boundary conditions (2.8) in coordinates y =

(yx,y2) (see (2.9)). We have

(a a \ i/2—-s      / a a \ '/2—*
£, cos 2 + £2 sin - - zOJ = y-nx cos- + n2sin- - iOJ

since £ = U_,n_a)n. Therefore (2.8) will have the following form:

- (. d   , .n\i_mj2_1/2D(i)//. d    . d \

P2Voyx+l°) B»VWSWJ
(2.39) /    . d a      . 3     .   a      .n\ X/2~s .

lu
(   . d a      . d     .   a      .7\

-ir-cos^ + t^— sin- -z.0
V    dy.       2      dy2       2        )9y2

= hj2(yx),       yx<0, l<j<m,

where Bj2(nx,n2) is the symbol of Bj2 in (yx,y2) coordinates,

(2.40) 5*2(17, ,r/2) = 5 2(-z/, cosa + Z72sina, - z/j sina - z/2 cosa).
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Applying (2.8) to (2.15) and using (2.39) we obtain

(2.41)
"•      i       /»oo     roo

■AX!2-s(Çx,Xk(Çx))(-Zx cosa-Xk(Çx) sina+ i0)s m»  1/2

• ckx(t)eikk(My> sina'-''(-yi cosa-')<;' d^ dt

1/2-5

2J I     By2'(nx,pk(nx))[-nx cos j + pk(nx) sin j-iOj
k=\

1       /*oo

+ H 2ir J-oo8*^1 ,ßk^ ("^ COSf + Mfi)sin f - '°)

.(nx + i0rm*-x/2cZ(nx)e-^dn

= hj2(y\)>    y\ <0> i<><^.

It follows from (2.41) analogously to (2.36) that

EbJk2n'Ck2 + EbJk2^k
k=l k=l

+fV i r      g*i(o^
¿■J  ^*2 27TZ 70    (-Afc sina - cosa)y, - t

c,(t)dt

ckx(t)dt

(2.42) ^ri  J"ZniJo    (-Afc sina-cos a)y,

m'" 1 /-c

^bj^2n~i]0—        *«wo    (-Afc+m sina-cos a)y,-/

= A7-2(jvi)'       ^ <0, 1 <j<m,

where

(2.43) n%=±J-f°     Ck>{t)dt,
K       ' - kl        2itJ_ooyx-t±t0     '

b)k2 = Bj2 ( l >Mk) (- COS f + H SÍn f - /0) ' '

(2-44) bJk2 = *<2>(-l, - ^+J (cos « - ^ sin « - ») ,/2-J

in(s-mj2-l/2)

We used in (2.44) that (cf. (2.34), (2.35))

Bj2(l ,Xk)AX¿2~s(l ,Xk)(-cosa-Xksina + iO)s'm'2'x/2 = bjki

(2.45) Bj2(-l,-Xk+JAx!2-s(-l,-Xk+m)

• (cosa + Xk+msina + /0)i_mj2_1/  = bjk .

Changing yx to -yx and denoting

(2.46) ck(t) = ck(-t),       0<t<+oo,
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we obtain
m

Ebîk2K% + EbJk2K%
k=\ k=\

A +   i   [°° ck¡(t)dt

(2.47) f^[  j22niJ0    (Xksina + cosa)yx-t

«     <"*> ck(t)dti   rc

■h    (¿k+msina + cosa)yx-t

= hj2(-yx),        0<yx<+œ, l <j <m.

We used in (2.47) that

(2.48) n* = iÇ

after changing yx to -yx and t to -t. Also, changing t to -f in (2.36) and

using (2.32), we obtain

m m

EbJkiK%+EbJkiK^k
k=l k=l

m ,        ,.00
""2"' 1 /»OO

+ ̂ 2Tih    x,
c'(t)dt

(2.49) £J  JKl2ittJ0    xx(-cosa-Xksina)~x+ t

■      roo c'(í)¿í'" 1 /-OO ,"

_yS- _L /   _%
^ Jk'2niJ0    x,(-cosa-7-u    .*,,(-cos a - A/t+msina)     +/

= hjX(xx),        1 <;' < m, x, > 0.

Denote by Â(z) or by M(h) the Mellin transform of h(t) :

(2.50) h(z)= /    A(í)íz    ¿/r.

Applying the Mellin transform to

"ckx(t)dtr
Jo dkyi -l

we obtain (see, for example, [3, §15])

Or°°  c  (t)     \ pzln(-d7')
l  dJ7hdt)-2^T^^êkx{z)'

àkVx-t

\Aiar%(d~k  ,where ln(dk ') = ln\dk x\ + iarg(dk '), 0 < arg(dk ') < 2it. Note that (see [3,

§15])

^(n:c*.)=-7^n7^)>
(2.52) l~e
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Taking into account (2.51), (2.52) and applying the Mellin transform to (2.49),

(2.47), we obtain

¿^Ujkl x       02niz      ¿^ujkl    ,_.2mz
/c=l l      e k=\ l      e

(2.53) "        e'^c'k2(z)      "        e">«%2(z)
Z^,Ujkl    i_.2niz    "•" Z^Ujkl      ]_02niz
k=l l      K k=l l      e

= hjX(z),        l<j<m,z = \ + ir,  - oo < t < -fco,

Zw y//c2    , _    2»/r    "•" Z^ WJ«:2 . _    2k/z
fc=l X       ^ Zc=l L       e

(2.53') ™    .   e2niz-ißkZckx(z)    ^fc_ g2""-'^"zcfc|(z)

+ 2^ 6//c2 ,  _    2>nz Z^ Ô/Ac2 ,  _    271/z
Zc=l l       e fc=I '       e

=â;2(z),

where 1 < ;' < m , h'j2(yx ) = hj2(-yx ), z = \ + ir, t G R,

ißk = ln(cos a + Xk sin a) = ln| cos a + Xk sin a|

+ i arg(cos a + Xk sin a),        1 < k < 2m,

0 < arg(cos a + Xk sin a) < 2it.

Denote

(2-55) ft?-n*î,n7jM.   »/-(ír'ír
We assume that the Shapiro-Lopatinsky condition is satisfied, i.e.,

(2.56) detè^O,        det¿>~/0.

Multiplying (2.53) by (b+)~x and (2.53') by (b¡)~x we obtain

(/ - bxe2n,z)(l - e2nizyxcx - (Ax(z) - bxA2(z))

•(l-e     )   c2 = hx,
,       2niz T       ,   ,,, 2niz. — 1 »     ,   ,   2niz .—I,   ,       ,      2niz .-I ,   ..
(-e     I-b2)(l-e     )   c2 + (e     A,  (z) - b2e     A2 (z))

•(1 -e2niz)~xcx =h2(z),

(2.57)

where
„/

cx — (cn,... ,cml),       c2 — (cx2, ... ,cm2),

hx=(bx+)-x(hxx,...,hmX),       h2 = (b2+)-x(h'x2,...,h'm

Ax(z), A2(z) are diagonal matrices

(2.58) A,(z) = \\e'ßkZo]k\\lk=x,       A2(z) = li^^JI*
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Taking into account the Parseval formula for the Mellin transform

/■OO 1 rl/2 + ÍOO    _

(2.59) /    \h(t)\2dt=^- \h(z)\2dz
JO ¿nl Jl/2-ioo

and the relation

(2.60) M(tdh/dt) = -zh(z),

we obtain that

(2.61) detM(z)¿0,       z = \ + ir, reR,

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the invertibility in %?^ N , VNX > 0,

of the operator <P defined by the left-hand sides of (2.36), (2.42). Here M(z)

is the matrix of the system (2.57). Note that R0<P~ will be the right inverse

to s/ :
s/Ro0~x=I.   D

We shall now simplify condition (2.61). Denote

(2 62) ( )   cx-(l-e     )   Ax(z)c2 = dx(z),
*   *     ' ,, 2niz. — 1   2niz .— 1,   \»        /. 2niz, — 1. î ,   .

(1-e     )    e     A2(z)cx^(l-e     )   c2 = d2(z).

Let A3(z) be the matrix of the system (2.62). Since A,(z), A2(z) are diagonal

we obtain

m 1 ißkZ1 -g Hk

2niz-ißk+mz _jdetA3(z) = (l-e    z) -J^det

(2.63) klx

= (i -elniz)-x f[(-l +eiV*-ßk+™+P^)_

k=\

We shall assume that

(2.64) _1+é?'(2*-a+».+&)'-¿o,        z = \ + ir,    VtgR, l</c<w.

The case when (2.64) is not satisfied will be considered in Remark 2.2.

When (2.64) holds, system (2.62) is invertible for any z = \ + ix and system

(2.57) is equivalent to the following system:

(2.65) dx - bxA2d2 = hx,

(2.65')                              -b2d2 + e2nizA~xdx=h2.

Substituting dx from (2.65) into (2.65') we obtain

(2.66) (-b2 + e2nizA7xbxA2)d2 = h2-e2nizA7xhx.

Therefore the condition (2.61) is satisfied iff (2.64) and the following condition

hold:

(2.67) det(-b2 + e2nizA~X(z)bxA2(z))¿0,       z = \ + ix,    VtgR.
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We shall find more explicitly the dependence of bx and b2 on s. It follows

from (2.31), (2.44) that

(a a        \í—i/2
cos-z+XjSin-z-iO)

(2.68)

,(0)  I a      . a      .„N1/2-*   -i*(j-l/2)
■bjk\{-COS2'kk+-'Sm2~l0)        e

bjk2= {-cos-+pjsm--t0j

,10) (a a      .„N1/2-*   i»(i-l/2)
•bjk2{COS2~/ik+'"Sm2~l0)        e '

where matrices b^ = \\bfkr\\'"k=x, r = 1,2, are independent of s,

(2.69) bf] = (B;)-X\\einm"ôjk\\lk=xB;,       r=l,2,

(2.70)
^ = 11^,(1,^)11,    B\- = \\BjX(-l,-Xk+m

^ = 115^(1,^)11,    B2=\\B^(-l,-pkA

It follows from (2.20) that

a     .nV-'/2 _ /'cos(a/2) + A¿sin(a/2)/ a a     .nY~1/2     /cos(a/2) + Atsin(a/2)        V
(-cos^+pksm--t0)        = (    _cosa_l&ina     -»0j

(2.71) /      «  ,  ,    •   a      -nV_1/2 /■ i     •       ,   wl/2-»
v       ;           = (cos -z + Xk sin - - zO 1        (-cosa - Xk sina + zO)

/      a     , a      ■r,V_1/'2   i(ä-»)(1/2-j)
= (cos ^ + Xk sin x - zO J        e yHk       '

and analogously

(2.72) (cos | - pk+m sin | - /o)

= (-cosf-A,+msinf-zO)1/2-%'^-^-'^

Multiplying the matrix in (2.67) by

(a a        \J_1/2
- cos 2 + pk sin - - z'OJ âj

from the left and by

'jk

(a a        -rA'l^5    -in(s-l/2)s
(cos^-pk+msin--i0)        e >ôjk

from the right, we obtain using (2.71) and (2.72) that the condition (2.67) is

equivalent to the following condition:

(2.73) detM0(z-s + {)¿0,    Vz = í + zt,

where

(2.74) MQ(z) = -bf+e2*izA-xX(z)bf)A2(z).
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Function det M0(z) is an entire analytic function of exponential type having

infinitely many zeros:

(2.75) detM0(zk) = 0,       A: =1,2,....

Let Z be the set of all s eR   such that (2.73) is not satisfied. Then

(2.76) s e Z iff s = 1 - Rezj.   for some k, where det MQ(zk) = 0.

Remark 2.1. Until now we have assumed that 0 < a < it. Now consider the

case when it < a < 2it. Note that G , (x2 ,x, - t) (see (2.23)) is well defined

and real analytic for all (x, ,x2) G R2\T,.  Analogously Gj2(y2,yx - t)  (see

(2.24)) is well defined for (yx ,y2) e R \T2. Therefore u(xx ,x2) is defined by

(2.25) for any angle a, 0 < a < 2it. We can consider (2.25) as an analytic

extension of (2.15) that is defined only when x2 > 0 and y2 > 0. The Fourier

transform of G■,(x2,x1) has the form

(2.77) gT^x I2) = T\I + ! .
<=2      Aj<\       <>2      A-j+nfix

Analogously

(2.77') G~2(nx,n2) =-+---.

The application of boundary conditions (2.8) to Gk2ck2 is the same as in the

case when 0 < a < it. Now apply Bj2A_ ' s to Gkxckx using (2.77) and

making change of coordinates y = Un_ax, n = Un_aÇ . We obtain

PnBj2A-2~SGkicki

(2.78)

1       f°°  f      ¡n ( a a \i/2-*
= W2" Jo    L Bj2 ir,x ' "2) ("", COS 2 + "2 Sin 2 - /0)

. / pk sin a - cos a     Pk+m sin a ~ cos a

'     V       ̂ -H^l ^-H+mll        ,
-iy\V\— iy21i+it(—1\ cosa+r/2 sina)

'ckx(t)dtdnxdn2.

Now taking the restriction to T2 = {y2 = 0,yx < 0} , computing the integral in

n2 using the Jordan lemma, and applying

pTi(id/dyx + i0rm'>-XI2,

we obtain (2.42) where bfk2 have the form (2.44). Analogously (2.36) holds

for it < a < 2it where bfk, are given by (2.31). Note a modification of the

proof that u e #i)2>JVl(G) (see (2.26)-(2.29)). Let £2(í,,í2) be the same

"minus"-symbol as in (3.10) of §3. Let constant c0 be such that GjX(0,1) -

c0£2(0,l) = 0.   Then  (G.,(i, I2) - c0E2(Çx I2))^x)  satisfies (2.28) and
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PGGjXcJX = PG(GjXcjX - c0E2cjX) since pGE2cJX = 0. Therefore all previous

results of this section hold without any change for it < a < 2it. Note that the

case a = 2it can be treated by methods of [3] (see Remark 24.2 in [3]).

Remark 2.2. It follows from (2.62), (2.65), (2.65'), (2.66) that

(2.79) det M(z) = detA3det(-b2 + e2nizA7xbxA2).

Therefore if the condition (2.64) is not satisfied then (2.61) fails for any jgR .

Note that (2.64) is always satisfied when A0(ÇX ,Ç2) has real coefficients. Indeed

in this case one can choose

(2.80) *j+m=*~>       ^<J<m.

Then (see (2.54))

(2.81) ßJ+m = 2n-Jj

and therefore

(2.82) 2it + ßj - ßj+m = 2Reßj,       0 < Reß. < 2n,

so that (2.64) is satisfied. Note when (2.64) is not satisfied it means that the

Ansatz (2.15) does not work. In this case we shall replace (2.15) by a more

general Ansatz,

a-X2Xj(Íi)-ix¡(i j     (F \~ IF \A^

(2.83)

" =  E¿/    e-^^-^d^QcJ^dii

+ t ¿/^"'^^'"^'^C/i^C/.)^.'
Jj>=l-   -°°

where

(2.84)
c, =0   forx, <0,       c2 = 0   foryx >0,

djpi(Zi) = d;pid(Q + d-pid(-Çx).

Then instead of (2.57) we obtain

(2.65)
(D+x-bxe2n,zDx )(l-e2n,z)  xcx - (Ax(z)D+2 -bxA2(z)D2)

,, 2jr/z,-l - î
•(l-e     )    c2 = hx,

i       2niz —.+       ,    J-. — X,, 2niz. — l~     ,   ,   2niz .— I,   , „+       ,      2xiz .— I,   Nr^—,
(-e     D2-b2D2)(l-e     )    c2 + (e     A,   (z)D, - b2e     A2  (z)Dx)

•(l-e     )   cx=h2,

where

(2.86) £fHI¿tC=>>       ''-1'2-
Denote analogously to (2.62):

(2 87) (^,-A,(z)Z)2+c2)(l-^,z)-1=ii1(z),

e2*izA2-x(z)(l-e2*'z)-XD;cx-(l-e2"'z)-xD2-c2 = d2(z).
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Then dx, d2 satisfy (2.65), (2.65'). Therefore

(2.88) detAf'(z) = det(-¿z2 + e2,t'zAr1¿),A2)detA.,

where

(2.89) detA. = det
Dx+ -Ax(z)D¡

e     A2 Dx -D2

It is clear that choosing Dx , D2   one can achieve that

det A4 ¿ 0   for z = {- + h, t g R.

Therefore the condition (2.73) is the only condition for the existence of a solu-

tion of boundary value problem (2.1), (2.7), (2.8).

Example 2.1. Consider the case when a = it. Then ßk = it, 1 < k < 2m , and

the condition (2.64) is satisfied. Also A,(z) = A2(z) = enxzI where / is the

identity matrix. The condition (2.73) is equivalent to the condition

(2.90) det(-e2nxI + e-2n,s(bf)-xb(x0))¿0,   Vt g R1.

Let a   be the eigenvalues of

(bfy'b^,     l<j<m   and   7. = ^ln^.,     - ^ < Rey, < i .

Then (2.90) is equivalent to the condition

(2.91) s-Re^./O     (modzc),        l<j<m,keZ.

Note that roots of det M0(z) have the following form in the case when a = it :

(2.92) zkj = -yj + k,       l<j<m, keZ.

Replacing s by j + \ we find that (2.91) is equivalent to corresponding condi-

tion in [3, §14].

Example 2.2. Consider the case when A0(id/dxx,id/dx2)  is the Laplacian

d2/dx2x+d2/dx22 . We have Xx = -i, X2 = i, ßx=2n-a, ß2 = a. Therefore

M0(zk) = 0 iff
-2nizk   i(2n-a)zk   -iazk _ ,(0) , ,(0)

that is,

(2.93) -2i'azfc = ln(620) )_1¿zJ0) + 2itik,

where -it < Imln(¿z^0))-1/3|0) < it, keZ.

Therefore s e Z iff

(2.94) í=l+Re(¿1„(í,rr'*¡0,)+?

for some k e Z. Here

,0) _ e'™>Bx(-l,-i) (o, _ e'^-B(x\-l,-i)

5,(1,-1)      '       °2    -       B(x\l,-i)
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Using (2.40) one can check that (2.94) coincides with condition (3.37) in [5]

since in [5, (3.37)] we had 5,(1, - i) = 1, B2(l, - i) = ei{n~a)r"2.

3. Uniqueness of the solution of the model problem

In this section we shall prove:

Theorem 3.1. Any solution of (2.1) belonging to H\)2 N (G), Nx > 0, can be

represented in the form (2.15) with (c, ,c2) e <% N , that is, ImR0 = kerA0 n

H[)2 N (G). ( We assume that (2.64) is satisfied. Otherwise see Remark 2.27)

Consider some boundary value problem (2.1), (2.7), (2.8) that satisfies con-

ditions (2.56) and (2.61). Then the fact that ImÄ0 = ker^0 n H{xx)2 Ni(G)

is equivalent to the uniqueness of the solution of the boundary value prob-

lem (2.1), (2.7), (2.8) in H(x)2 N (G). Indeed the uniqueness implies that there

is one-to-one correspondence between ker^0 n Hxi N (G) and the right-hand

sides F G ̂  N of the boundary conditions (2.7), (2.8). Then u is equal to

R0®~1 F, where O is the operator defined by equation (2.36), (2.42), since

'u = F and si R0<t>~x F = F

r<nProof of Theorem 3.1. Let u e Hx,'2 N (G) be a solution of (2.1) satisfying the

following boundary conditions:

<„,   «i(<£-»r"<<£.£)/.-o.
«,2)   «í('&*»rB-?('¿-.'£)'.-o.
where Bj¡   are such that (2.56) and (2.61) are satisfied for the boundary value

problem (2.1), (3.1), (3.2). Note that we took s = ^ in (2.7), (2.8). Since

(«¿-r - (<4+'°)
-m,2

"i        / \ "?\

are "minus"-operators with respect to T, and Y2 , respectively, we have that

<"> '4»(i4,i4)"=0 inG•

We shall assume that B{jX(Çx,Ç2) are homogeneous polynomials, deg5J^ <

2m-I, i =1,2, 1 < j < m, Nx>2m.
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Introducing polar coordinates (r,tp) in G and multiplying (3.3) by r2m,

(3.4) by rm'x , and (3.5) by rm¡1, we obtain

(3-6) A{0X)(^,r§?,-^jv(r,g,) = 0,

where 0 < r < +00, 0 < tp < a, v(r,tp) = u(xx ,x2),

(3"7) ^(l-'Tr'ii)*'-'^-0'

(18) B»(^rír>oh)V{r^--° = Q-

Here

(-)        4»(,.,¿,£)-g*(r.£)(,¿)\

where

ak(tp,d/dtp),       bjkp(tp,d/dtp)

are differential operators in tp with periodic coefficients, degafc < 2m - k,

(leß ̂ /Zcp - mjk ~ P • Note tnat

(3.10) [|i,rI/2Fjri«(jc1,0)l0<C||A4«(x1,Jc2)||0   for 5 > I.

Since

u(xx,x2)e h\ x/2 jJV| (G),        Nx>2m,

we have that for any 0, 0 < 0 < a, the restriction of (r(d/dr))k(d"v/d(pp)

to the ray re = {çz = 0,O<r< +00} exists and belongs to L2(Tg) where

0 < k + p < 2m, p < 2m - 1 : Denote by v(z, tp) the Mellin transform of

v(r,tp):

f°° z-l
(3.11) v(z,tp) = /     v(r,tp)rz    dr.

Jo

Using (2.60) and the Parseval formula (2.59) we obtain

(3.12)
/•oo I    ft 2 -        rlß+ioo

/      r-iz(r,0)    dr=— \zv(z,6)\2dz
JO      I   dr 2ni Jl/2-ioo

C        r 1/2+IOO /-oo

>^-/ \v(z,d)\2dz = Cx        \v(r,6)\2d,
¿111 J\/2-ioo Jo

Note that one should use (3.12) with v e C^(R2) and then take the closure in

H(X)2 N (G). An analogous estimate holds for d/dr(rv). It follows from (3.10),
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(3.12) that v(r,8) e L2(Tg) for each 0 and dkv(r,6)/dtpk G HQN¡_k(re),

0 < k < 2m - 1.
Therefore performing the Mellin transform with respect to r in (3.6), (3.7),

(3.8) we obtain

(3.13) A(X)(tp,-z,^v(z,(p) = 0,

(3.14) ^\)^,-z,^JHz)tp)\f=o = 0,

(3.15) B$(^,-z,-lj>}1)(z,tp)\9=a = 0.

An arbitrary solution of (3.13) has the following form:

2m   nk—l»/      n\
,>,.,•. R/      x    ipo     v(z,0)    .
(3.16) v(z,tp) = Y,     Q  fc_,     vk(z,tp),

k=i     9<P

where vk(z,tp),   1 < k < 2m, is the fundamental system of the ordinary

differential equation (3.13), vk(z ,tp) are entire functions of z, and

d"-Xvk(z,0)/dtpp-x=okp.

Note that dk~xv(z,0)/dtpk~x e L2(RX) for z = \ + ir.  Substituting (3.16)

into (3.14), (3.15) we obtain a 2m x 2m homogeneous system for

dk~Xv(z,0)/d<pk~X,        l<k<2m,

(3.17) gfi;;'(o,-z,A)^.0)^^ = 0,       .<;<m,
Zc=l

(3.17')   ê^(a,-z,^)Vz,a)^^ = 0, l<j<m.

The determinant J^(z) of (3.17), (3.17') is an entire function of z . One can

show that condition (2.56) implies that 2(z) is not equal to zero identically.

Therefore d v(z,0)/dtp = 0 almost everywhere, 1 < k < 2m, and so

v(z ,tp) = 0. Therefore we proved the uniqueness of the solution of (3.3), (3.1 ),

(3.2) and consequently that ImR0 = kerA0 n h[\2 n  for Nx>2m.   D

Now we shall show that Imi?0 = ker^0 n Hx/2 0 ; that is, when Nx =0.

Proposition 3.1. Operator si  is bounded from ker A0 n H(Xi N (G) to 7%?^ N

where N{>0 is arbitrary:

(3.18) '■('£-"')
5-m,|-l/2

BJXAX!2-Slu < C||A¿/2/M||0     ,

0,N,
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(3.18')  L     v    ox\

( ■ d ■ d   ■    ^ .nY~mi2~i/2      1/2_,
-i-r—cosa-z-—sina + zO B nA       lu

\    dx, i9x2 / -^   ~
O.JVi

< c||a;/2/M||0   ,

/or any m G ker¿0 n H{xx)2 N¡ (G).

Proof. Consider the case when 5 > mJk + \. There exist "minus"-operators

Ek(id/dxx,id/dx2), k= 1,2, with the following properties (see [10]):

(3.19) ZxEx(l;xI2) + l;2E2(l;xI2) = l,

where Ek(Çx,Ç2) are C°° (for |£| / 0) homogeneous symbols of degree -1,

\Ek\ < c/\£\, zV = 1,2. Let /? be an integer, p > \\ - s\. We shall use the

identity

l = (ÇxEx+Ç2E2)2mp=     Y!     %k2Ek^22^22 ■

ki+k2=2mp

We have

/     o \ 5—m,i —1/2

(3.20)

5 —my| —1/2

- /o '
Zc,+Zc2=2mp

[('¿)''('4)fe")'
-v^X'zía:1"2-"/

where / means an arbitrary extension. Note that all operators in (3.20) are

"minus"-operators. Substitute id/dx2 = -cotana/2(id/dxx) + (csca/2)A_

in (3.20) and (2.1).

It follows from (2.1) that

(3-21>      ('wT'"'  E c'7Á'wTA-u ™G-
^^l/ kl+k2=2mj \aXl/

where 0 < zc, < (2zw - l)j, I < j <p , so that k2> j .

Now substituting (3.21) into (3.20) and fixing an extension in the right-hand

side of (3.20) by taking an extension lu e h[x)2 n (R ) we cancel all negative

powers of A_ . From now on the proof of (3.18) will be the same as the usual

proof of the inequality

(3.22) [p¡F-%\-e\i\ev(O]0tN¡ < C||A;/2î;||0!/Vi ,       e > 0, Nx > 0.

When 5 < m , + 5 we take p > \s - mjX - \\ + \j - s\, use (3.21) and (2.1)

to cancel negative powers of £, and A_ (if any), and then apply (3.22). The

estimate (3.18') is proven analogously.   D
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Let u be an arbitrary function belonging to kerA0 n h[x)2 Q(G). We want to

show that there exists F{0) eJ?00 such that u = RQF{0). Let lu e #¡J2>0(R2)

be an extension of u. We have

<"3> *('£•'£)*"■«-

where suppi/_ c CG and

(3.24) \\A:2m+X/2g_\\20 = f  K|-4w+l[t_«)|2rf{ < +00.
JR2

o

Here CG is the complement of G. There exists a sequence gn e HM(CG),

VAf > 0, such that

(3.25) ||A^I/2(*_-*;)llo->°   as«-00

(see, for example, the proof of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3 in [3]). Let tpn(Q G

C0°°(R2) be such that

#„(«)«<)   for |i| >l/n,

f ^(í)rfí=l,        / |*„(í)|rfí<C,
J«2 ^R2

(126) / #„«)£*<«; = 0,       l<|fc[:<2m,
Jr2

J   (-¡¡¡pM-*)) &Mdt = 0>       0<\p\<2m-2.

Then one can show that

(3.27) un = A7X(tpn(x)g-n(x))

satisfies pGAQun = 0, une h[\\ N(Rn) for any Nx > 0 and

(3.28) ||Aj/2(/«-M„)||0-.0.

Therefore there exists 7n(0) e^0 N , Nx > 2m, such that

(3-29) PGu„=popn)-

Consider a boundary value problem of the form (2.7), (2.8) such that (2.56) and

(2.61) are satisfied. Since we proved that si is bounded from kerA0nHx,2 0(G)

to ß?0 0 we have that siun = Fn converges in ßfQ 0 to siu = 7* e %?ü 0, Fn =

<P7n(0). Here <P is an invertible operator in ^ 0 , siR0 = Q>. Therefore u =

R0F{0] where F{0) = <D~ xs/u = <D_17 since <P_1 is bounded in ß%ß and R0

is bounded from ^ 0 to kery40n/7,!2 0(C7). We proved that ImR0 = kerAQn

/7,(J20(C7). Let « g ker^0n/7,(J2^(G) for some N > 0. Since ¿ÍJ2jJV(<?) C

//,!2 0(C7)  there exists 7(0) G <#£ 0  such that u = R0Fm .   Applying some
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operator si satisfying (2.56), (2.61) we obtain that <P~Vw = 7(0). Since

u e HX{X)2N(G) then also 7(0) e 7% N . Therefore ImR0 = ker^0 n HX^2N(G)

for any N > 0.

Remark 3.1. The proof that ImR0 = kerA0C\H(X)2 0 can be used to remove the

restriction N >0 in Lemma 2.3 in [5]. Therefore Theorems 3.1, 4.1, 5.1 in [5]

are valid for N > 0.

We summarize the main results of §2 and 3.

Theorem 3.2. Operator si is bounded from ker A0nH[x,2 n(G) to ^ N for any

N > 0. Assuming that conditions (2.56) and (2.61) are satisfied, we have that

R = R0Q>~X is a bounded operator from <% N to kerAQ n H(x)2 N(G) and R is

the left and right inverse of si .

Remark 3.2. Using that R is the left and right inverse of si we can prove the

Fredholm property and the regularity results for the operator s?s defined by

equations (1.1) and (1.2) by the same method of "freezing" coefficients as in [3,

§25]. We shall not consider this approach in detail in this paper because these

results will be proved in the next section in a different way.

Remark 3.3. Using that R is the left inverse of si , using the regularity results,

and expanding coefficients of ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2) by the Taylor formula at the vertex Pk ,

we can obtain an asymptotic expansion of the solution u e Hs N (2) near the

vertex Pk assuming that the right-hand sides are sufficiently smooth. The proof

is very similar to those of [3, §27, pp. 309-315] (see also [4] and [3, §13] for

the case of constant coefficients; for another derivation of such asymptotics see

[7]). We shall consider the asymptotic expansions and the problems mentioned

in Remark 3.2 in detail in another paper.

4. Construction of the right parametrix

4.1. In this section we start the construction of an operator Rs bounded from

ßTStNi to HsNi(2) suchthat

(4.1) sisRs = I + T,

where sis is the operator defined by (1.1) and (1.2), / is the identity operator,

and 7 is a compact operator in 7%?s N . It will follow from (4.1) that Imsis

is closed and coker sis is finite dimensional. Operator Rs is called the right

parametrix or the right regularizer of s?s.

4.2. Operator R^X). Let ipk(xx,x2) be a C^° function in R2 with support in

a small neighborhood of Tk and such that y/k = 1 in a smaller neighborhood

of Tk. On supp y/k we introduce local coordinates (y\ ,y2 ) where \y2 | is

distance to lTk , lTk is a smooth extension of Yk , y^ > 0 when (y\ ' ,y2 ') is

inside 2 , and (y[k), 0) e Tk . Also we shall assume that y[k) is the arc length

of T^ changing from 0 to ak > 0 when the point on Tk changes from Pk_x

to Pk, 1 < k < N, P0 = PN-
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Denote by R(1) the operator

N    m/       Ft \ _   . 7 .
(4.2)        R{x)(g,c)=Pç,A0-X) lx,i—   U+%EE^V^

V ' k=\ i=\

where p3 is the restriction operatorio 2, l0g is some fixed extension operator

from 2 to R   such that l0g = 0 for large |x|, g e Hs_2m n (^) anc*

(4-3) H/o^H,-2«,iv1 ^2\\s\\t-2m,Nt>

^4q_1) is a pseudodifferential operator in R2 with symbol AqX(x,Ç) for |£| >

1, ckJ G H0 N (Tk), and operators RkJ will be defined later.

Denote by A_ ~s(x,Ç) the following symbol:

(4.4) Ax!2-S{x)(xl) = (a,(x)ç, + a2(x)Ç2 - i0)-s[x)+x/2

for x belonging to a small neighborhood 2£ of d2 in R , where (ax (x),

a2(x)) is a C°° vector having an acute angle with the interior normal to 2 at

any point of Yk, k = I, ... ,N, s(x) = s in 2E, s(x) = \ , and Ax¿2~s(xl) =

1 outside 22£, s(x) e C°°(R2).

Operator RkJ expressed in y* ' = (y[' ,y2 ) coordinates has the following

form:

i a t\     d 1     f°°    -iyf)hily{k),tlV)kiP-i/   (k)     (k)   i    i   (k)     (k),
(4-5) RkJCkJ = 2¿]_J A-,k (y  >i\ >hjiy >n\})

T, (k). -¡77^7 , (k)
■ckM  >e dn\ ',

where Ax_!2~s(y{k], n\k), n{2k)) is the symbol Ax¿2~s{x) written in y{k) coordi-

nates, Xkj(y(k) ,n(k)) is the same as in (1.6'), c¡j(y{k)) = ckj(y{k)) for 0 <

y(k) < ak, c+kj(y\k)) = 0£or y(k) i [0,ak], n{k) = (n\k) ,n{2k)) are the dual

coordinates to j>( \ and ckj(n\ }) is the Fourier transform of ckj(y\ }).

(*) •*> n   rtAn»to u,, /^   i',,(*:)Remark4.1. (4.5) defines R^-c^. for >>2K; > 0. Denote by <j\y.(/ ' ,x2,x, -t)

the kernel of Rkj for s = \:

(4-6) C7i/fc. = £ Gkj(y(k) ,y(k) ,y[k) - t)ckj(t)dt.

It follows from (2.23) that GkJ(y{k) ,x2 ,x, - f) is real analytic for (x, ,x2) G

supp <pk\rk ■ Note that (2.77) gives an expression for the Fourier transform of
(k)

Gkj(y    ,x2,x,) in (x, ,x2). In the case when condition

(4.7) (^PPWkn2)c{y{k),y{k)>0}
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is not satisfied we shall use formulas of the form (2.23), (2.77). One should

also modify (4.5) to

(4-8) Rkjckj = AX!2ks(yik), id/dyik))Gkjckj .

Note that the principal parts of (4.5) and (4.8) coincide on supp y/k. Analo-

gously to Remark 2.1, one can show that all results are exactly the same whether

(4.7) holds or not. Therefore we shall consider for simplicity only the case when

(4.7) is satisfied.

Note that Ax¿2~s^x\id/dx) is a "minus"-operator with respect to domain

2 ; that is, psAxi2~s(x)lg does not depend on the extension of g from 2 to

R . Also, near Yk we have

(4.9) Ai.'ïV . 1W> = («WW? A a2k(y*W2k) ~ i0f2~s,

where a2k(y{k)) > 0 and so that A.l¿2ks is analytic in n{k) for Imn{2k) < 0.

Since ImA^. ¿ 0 for n[k) ¿ 0, Ax_!2~s(y{k) ,n[k) ,Xkj(y{k) ,T][k))) is an elliptic

symbol in n\ K
Therefore estimates analogous to those in [3, §24] show that Rkj is a bounded

operator from HQ>N(Tk) to HsN¡(2).   Also, it follows from [3, §24] that

P&Ao~X)lof is bounded from Hs_2mN(ß) to HsN¡(2). Therefore R{x) isa

bounded operator from **£ = Hs_2m^(2) x T[k ,jH0Jit(Tk) to HsN{(2).

4.3. Operator sis{X). Let <pkx(y[k]) and tpk2(y(k)) be C°° functions such that

<Pki(y\k)) = 0 for yik) > \ak , <pk2(y(k)) = 0 for y[k) < \ak , and tpkx+tpk2 = 1.

Denote by A" k an elliptic operator in R1 with the symbol

iA  in\ a"    i   (k)      (*)\        /   {k)       ■n\0?k\(y[k))/   (k)   ,    •mO^O'i*')
(4.10) A, ¿(y,   'i]  ) = (tt\   - iO)       '   (n\ ' + t0) ™2' ' '.

Note that A" k  is a "minus"-operator with respect to Tk  in the sense that

v_ = 0 for y[k) <£ [0,ak] implies AaXJcv_ = 0 for y[k] $ [0,ak]. Therefore

pT A" klg is independent of an extension of g from Tk to R   where pT   is

the restriction operator to Tk . Applying A*~fcm*y~ to the boundary conditions

(1.2) we obtain

(4.11) pTA\-p'-mBkjlu = PrA\-km^l/2l0hkj,        l<k<N,l<j<m;

l0hkj is a fixed extension operator from rk to R1 such that lQhkj has a com-

pact support in R   and

(4.12) ['rAA-^-i/2,*, * Wkjt-mkl-M2,Ni ■

In (4.11) one should first take the restriction of Bkjlu to lYk = R1 and then

apply PrA\~kk'~xl2 . Note that

(4.13) h[i; = PrAT^'Xhj e "o,*, ÍT») •
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The operator As~kk'~ is a Fredholm operator from Hs_m _,,2 N(\"k) to

H0 N (Tk). Indeed, we have

.s-mkJ-l/2 .-(s-mkJ-l/2) _ T  ,T
J^\   k J^l   k — l    •" ■* 1 '

(4.14) ' '
.-(s-mkj-l/2) .s-mkJ-l/2 _ T      T

yM,/c Jyl,k — 1 + * 2'

where / is the identity operator and 7,, 72 are compact operators. Moreover,

the index of Asx~kk'~ is zero. This follows, for example, from the fact that

if we introduce z't, t > 0, instead of z'O in (4.10), then for large t we obtain

that Aj^*>_ is an invertible operator since 7,, 72 will have a small norm

for t > 0 large. Since the norm of operator Asxk^k'~ ' depends continuously

on t , we obtain that the index of A*~™kl~ ' is zero. Therefore the problem of

the Fredholm property and of the index for the operator sis defined by (1.1)

and (1.2) is the same as for the operator defined by (1.1) and (4.11). We shall

denote the operator defined by (1.1), (4.11) by sis{X).

4.4. Composition sis(X)R(x). Now apply sis{x) to R(X). We obtain

(4.15) paA (X'ifo)p^Ao~l) (*»fe) loS = S+ T0log,

where 70 is a bounded operator from Hs_2m N (R ) to Hs_2m+X N (2). Also,

we have in coordinates y^ x :

(4.16) PsAk(y(k\i-^y,kRkjckj

!    p    Ak0(y^,r,[k\Xkj(y^,^))

PsVk^}^^^\nf\kk^kKn?))

-iy\k)l\k)1T,   (*h j   (k)   ,   ~

where TkJ are bounded operators from H0 N(Tk) to Hs_2m+X N{(7&) ■

The principal term in the right-hand side of (4.16) is equal to zero since

Ako(y '^i >hj(y >ni )) = °-

We shall call operators analogous to Tkj, 70 the smoothing operators. There-

fore we have

(4.17) p3A(x,D)R{sX\g,c) = g+T0l0g + ¿2Tkjckj.
k,j

Now substitute R{SX) into the boundary conditions (4.11). Note that

(4.18) PrkKkkl~lllBk/o~l)lo^HONi(Tk).

We have

(4.19) PTkK7kÍ~l,\nRkrCkr=PrAjrCtr+TkjkrCkr,
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where TkJkr are bounded from H0 N¡(Tk) to 77, N¡Q?k); bkjr are pseudodif-

ferential operators in R1 :

(4-20)      kA, - s £ ».X'. »¡V*r ÏC) ■*>!" •
-oo

where

(4.21)
,(*)   n  „(*)   3    c„(fc)  n  „(*)

>3fc;.Q is the same as in (1.7). Note that deg m bkjr = 0. Therefore bkjr can be

represented in the form

(4.22) bkJr(y[k), r,[k)) = b+kjr(ykk))6(n(k)) + b;jr(y\k))e(-n[k)),

where

(4.23) bUyV) = bkJr(yV,±x-),
0(0 = 1   forr>0,       0(í) = O   fori<0.

Therefore (4.20) can be rewritten in the form

(4-24) bkjrc+kr = b+kjr(y{k))U~ c+kr + b^y^lT c+k2,

where U^ckr = F~x(6(±n[k))ckr(nx)) are the Cauchy-type integrals (see [3, §5

and 2]),

(4-25) n±C+kr = ±¿í
Clr(t)dt

oo y\k) ±i0-t'i

Note that the Shapiro-Lopatinsky condition (1.7) is equivalent to the condition

(4.26) det\\btjr(y(k))Wlr=i * 0,       0 < y(k) < ak, k = I, ... ,N.

Now we shall find pT Asx~kmkJ~ Bkj WnBnrcnr l°r n ^ ^ • The kernel

Rnriy^iyf^y?-*) of the operator Rnr is C°° for ly^Hyf0-*! > 0, that

is, when (y[n^ ,y["^) $ Fn . Therefore we can get nonsmoothing operators only

when k-n = ±l. Moreover, since the kernel of Rnr is 0(l/(|.p2n)|-i-|};1")-f|)),

the only contribution to the nonsmoothing operator comes from the vertices

Pk_x and Pk, I < k < N, PQ = PN. Indeed we obtain this nonsmoothing

operator if we freeze coefficients of A, Bk_x ., Bkj at Pk_x and consider

a constant coefficient problem with homogeneous principal terms in a corner

formed by the tangent lines to Tk_x and Tk at the vertex Pk_x . Then we

obtain as in §2 a nonsmoothing operator similar to the operator in (2.36) act-

ing on c2 = (cx2, ... ,cm2). We shall call such operators the Mellin operators.
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(4.27)

We have
(N    m \

n=\ r=l )

(m m

H bkjrCkr + H fk\MkjJc-\,rCk-\ ,r
r=\ r=l

m N    m \

+ Y. <Pk2Mkj,k+l ,rCk+\ , + EE TkjnrCnr
r=l n=\ r=l /

= C -JV,AÎT/"l/2V<o"lV.       1 < * <*> 1 <; < m,

where Tkjnr are smoothing operators, i.e., operators bounded from H0N¡(Tn)

to Hx N(tk), bkjr are pseudodifferential operators (see (4.20) and (4.24)), and

MkJ k±x r are the Mellin operators that we shall describe now in detail. Denote

by ak_x the angle between the tangent lines to Tk and rk_x at the vertex

r\_,,   1 < k < N.  Note that the Jacobi matrix 2y{k~x)/2y{k) at Pk_x  is

equal to UJ[_a     (see (2.5), (2.9)). Also, the coordinates of Pk_x are (0,0) in

y(k) = (y[k) ,y[k)) coordinates and (0,^,,) in y{k~X) coordinates.

Denote by Bkjyk±x(y{k±X),rfk±x)) the principal symbol of Bkj in y(k±x)

coordinates. We have

(4.28)
fk-\ (k)

Mkj,k-l,rCk-l,r = JQ        Mkj,k-lM    ,tk-i-ak_x)ck_Xr(tk_x)dtk_x,

(4.29)

^kj,k+\,rCk+l,r=  I Mkjk+Xr(yx     - Qk>tk+i)<:lc+\,r(tk+\)dtk+x ,

where

Mkj,k-i,r(y{k)'tk-i-ak-i)

^ Bki,k-Mk-i^^k~l) -h-xMk~x)))

(4.30) ¿" J-°° A7-Xk/2x(ak_x,0,r,\k-x\Xk_x/n\k-X)))

_L [
= 2it J.e

(-n[k~X) cosak_x + Xk_Xr(t]{k~X])sinak_x - i0)s~mkJ~X/2

-;y;   sinat_|At_i,A'Zi   >e~"li      ^~>i   a««*-i+"*-i-it-i) j   I"

and analogously
(k)

MkjM\M   -ak>h+\)

i r*W0>0'*i*+l^W?i*+l)>)

Ar¿eI(o.o.^M4+1>r(ifr>j)
(A:+l) , ,   (fc+lk    ■ ,    .nxj-m*/-l/2

>1V '   /*/\C /V        _    2 f*lV MciT»^        J_    Fill KS '

(4.31)        ^y-co Ai7+vo-o.'/ri;^zt+.,r('/r,0)

(-n\      cosak-Xk+Xr(n\    ')sinak + i0)

ei{y[k)-ak)smakXk+l An^'^^in^i-^'-a^cosa.-t^) d  (k+l)
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where

(4.32) ^_1,oK_i>0,l,A^_,/) = 0,        l<r<2w,

(4.32') Ak+Xfi(0,0,l,Xk+Xr) = 0,        l<r<2m,

1 i   (fc±l)\        i (Zeil)      c (Zeil)        n
i433v Afc±u(«ii      )=k±i,Â     '   forn\     >>0,

1 /   (t+l)\        1 (Zeil)      r (Zeil)        r>
AAc±.,r('/l        )=^±l,r+m'/i for'/i <<>•

Computing integrals in n[    ^ in (4.30) and (4.31) we obtain

(4.34)
(fc)

1      m

pjíi    JP y\ ](Xk_Xj)$inak_x ~C0Sak_x) + ak_x - tk_x

m
1 i

2ni¿. ^lyifc,(^-i#+*sin^-. -cos«*-i) + ak-i -h-i

where

(4.35)

bîjpl=Bkjo(0,0,±I,Xkj)(±l))

■ (±axk(0,0)±a2k(0,0)Xkp(±l) - iO)X/2's(-l ± i0)'-m*-l/2,

(4.36)
¿«.(CO, l,Xk,) = 0,        l<r<2m, Xkr(+l) = Xkr, Xkr(-l) = -Xkr+m .

Note that bk   . are the same as in (2.31) if we choose (ali:(0,0),a2A.(0,0)) =

(cos(ak_x/2), sin(aA._,/2)) and we used formulas of the form (2.34) and (2.35)
(k) (k—l)

relating expressions in jr     and y coordinates. Analogously

(4.37)

Mkj,k+i,r(y{k) -ak'h+l)

1     m

2iti ¿s.  kJP2-tp%  klP¿ -(y\k) - ak)Xk+x p sinak - (y^ - ak) cosa, - tk+1

m
1      A   .- 1

2ni E bkJP2 _{y{k) _ ak)Xk+i p+m sinQfc _ {yik) _ Uk) cosak _ tM •

where bkj2 are the same as bkjpX but evaluated at the point (0,ak) instead of

(0,0). (Note that (0,0) are coordinates of the vertex Pk_x in y( ) coordinates

and (0,0*) are coordinates of Pk in the same system of coordinates.) To

construct a right regularizer for sis(x) it is enough to prove that (4.27) defines

a Fredholm operator in Y\k=x njli H0 Nt (Tk) and to find a right regularizer for

this operator. This will be done in the next section.
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5. Algebra of operators containing

singular integral operators on an interval

The system (4.27) can be rewritten as a particular case of the following system

of equations:

(5.1)   b+(t)TI~u + b_(t)T$u + <p0(t)M0u + tpx(t)Mxu + Tu = h(t),

te[0,l\,

where b±(t) are LxL C°° matrices on [0,1], tpx(t) e C°°(RX), <px=0 for

t < \ , <px = 1 for í > |, tpQ = l-<px, 7 is a compact operator in H0 N(0,l),

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

U±u = ±±-f-^-dr,       0<t<l
0 2n J0  t ± tO - T

We assume that mk(t), k = 0,1, are matrices having the following properties

(see [3, §§2 and 15]):

KWI < -j-(5.5)
f(l+t) 1-2S 0<ô <\, 0<t < +CO,

(5.5')
J dj      , s

~ ts(l + t)x-2S
V/>0, 0<t <+oo.

We shall call operators (5.3), (5.4) Mellin operators. Note that this class of

kernels mk(t) is much larger than we need. It would be enough to consider a

smaller class analogous to the class considered in [4]. Note that close results

were also obtained in [1].

In this section H0 N¡(0,1) means the Sobolev space with norm

Ml,Ni = £
Zc=0

í*(1-0*^t«(0
dr Jo

where [v]£ is the norm in L2(0,1). Note that Mellin operators M0, A/,

are bounded from H0 0(0,1) = L2(0,1) to H0Ni(0,1) for any Nx>0. We

shall find conditions when the operator <P defined by (5.1) is Fredholm in

H0 N (0,1). In order to rewrite (4.27) in the form (5.1 ) we shall assume without

loss of generality that N is even. Otherwise one should add artificially to TN

an additional vertex dividing FN into two parts. Then we shall make the change

of variables

(5.6)     y\k) = akt,       t\k) = akx,       0< t < 1, 0 < t < 1, when k is odd

and

(5.6')    y[k) = ak(l-t),       t[k) = ak(l - x),

0<í<1,0<t<1, when k is even.
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Note that the reverse of the direction change TI* to n~ and n~ to n^ :

(57) °       2itJ0  t-r + tO 2nJ0  (l -1') - (1 -t') + iO

= _j_fu(l-r')dr>
2nJ0    t'-r'-iO °   ''

where t' = I - t, x' = 1 - x, w,(i) = m(1 - i). Analogously

(5.7)' n-« = rL>,,     m,(o = «(i-0-

We have

(5.8)        njrrr» = rr>+¿ [ (m{^ - mí) Jfiz. *.

Indeed

(5.9)

n.î(rL>)=        lim        f-L)     /"' -r!- (/-i-M(T)rfT)   rfjV.
o^   o        e,^0,£2-oV27ry  y0  t + iex-y\J0 y + te2-x  w    y1   '

Integrating in y we obtain

(5.10)
Ilt(IlJi<) =      lim     (^   /  -—í-

o^   o £|^o,£2-oV27iy  y0  i + z(e,+e2)-T

• (ln(y + ie2 - x)\0 - ln(y - t - iex)\0)u(x)dx,

where In z is the branch of logarithm that is real for positive z. Therefore

and

ln(jz + ie2 - t)|0 —► ln(l - t) - in - Int   as e2 -> 0

ln(y - t - z'e,)|0 —► ln(l - t) -Int + in   as e,

Therefore we obtain

(5.11) noh(n0hu) = n+u-Ku,

where

Note that K is a Mellin operator of the form (5.3), (5.4) with a kernel satisfying

(5.5), (5.5'). Analogously one can check that

(513) n0-(n0-M) = n0-w-/c:M,

U¡(Yl-u) = Yl-(YI+u) = Ku.

Consider a Mellin operator on the half-line t > 0 :

(5.14) Mu = j~ m ($)«$-dx.
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Applying the Mellin transform, one obtains (see, for example, [3, §15])

(5.15) Mu(z) = m(z)û(z),

where u(z) is the Mellin transform of u(r) and

f°° _!
(5.16) m(z) = /    m(t)tz    dt.

Jo

Note that (5.5), (5.5') imply that M(z) is an analytic function in the strip

ô < Re z < 1 - ô rapidly decreasing as |z| —> oo for S + e < Re z < 1 - S + s,

Ve > 0. We shall call m(z) the symbol of operator (5.14). Also, we shall call

m0(z) the symbol of operator (5.3) where m0(z) = f0°° m0(t)tz~ dt. Note that

(1 - yQ(t/e))M0u and M0(l - q>0(x/e))u(x) have a C°° kernel for any e > 0

so that the main contribution to the Mellin operator M0 comes from the small

neighborhood 0 < í < e , 0 < t < e. Analogously we shall call -mx(z) where

/•oo _

(5.17) mx(z)= /    mx(t)tz    dt
Jo

operator (5.4). For example, th

*-(é)ÏH)S*
the symbol of Mellin operator (5.4). For example, the symbol of

2    r\

is equal to
, , 2ni:
1 1 e

(5.18) K0(Z) - {l_e2niz)2        x_e2niz        (J _ ¿xizf ■

To compute (5.18) we used formulas of the form (5.13), (2.52). Analogously

the symbol of

1       \2n)  J0      l-xt-x

is equal to

(5.18') Kx(z) = -e2niz/(l-e2niz)2.

The minus sign arises because when we convert the Mellin operator of form

(5.4) to the operator of form (5.3) by changing t to 1 - /' and t to I - x

we get a minus sign because of x - 1 = -x . We have (cf. [3, §15] and [4])

that the composition of two Mellin operators of the same form (5.3) or (5.4) is

again a Mellin operator of the same form modulo 7, where here and below 7

means a bounded operator from H0 N (0,1) to Hx N (0,1). Also, the symbol

of the composition will be the product of symbols and (see [3, §15] and [4])

the compositions IT^ MQ , TÍ^M0, MqTIq , MqTIq are Mellin operators of the

form (5.3) modulo 7 with symbols

e2niz    „  , % 1

_e2ÏTz™o(Z)> x_e2nizMo(Z)'

e2niz 1
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respectively. If Mx has form (5.4) then U^Mx, ü0 Mx are also operators of

form (5.4) modulo 7 with symbols

e2niz                           1

-T^rmi(z),        -T-^rh.(z).

Therefore operators (5.1) form an algebra. To any operator of form (5.1) we

shall assign a symbol in the following way: Consider an infinite "rectangle" with

vertices (clockwise) at (0, - oo), (0, + oo), (1, + oo), (1, - oo). Denote by

y the boundary of this "rectangle." On the top horizontal side we assign b+(t),

0 < t < 1, on the bottom horizontal side we assign b_(t), 0 < t < 1, and on

the left vertical side we assign

(5.19) M0(z) = --Ï^L-b_(0) + t^^MO) + *o«.

where z = \ + ix, -oo < x < +00 ; x = -00 corresponds to the vertex (0, - 00)

and x = +00 corresponds to the vertex (0, +00). Here m0(z) is the symbol of

M0 and (5.19) is the contribution of the left endpoint of [0,1] to the symbol.

Finally, on the right vertical line we assign

(5.20) Mx(z) = Y^hJl) - Y^Tz-Ml) - *iW.

z = j+ix, where x = -00 corresponds to the vertex (1, +00) of the "rectangle"

and t = +00 corresponds to the vertex (1, -00). Therefore (5.20) is the

contribution of the right endpoint of [0,1] to the symbol. Note the difference

between (5.19) and (5.20). The explanation of this difference is that the model

problem for the right endpoint is the equation of the form

(5.21) bAD^f   -J^l-dx + b (l)(-J-)il   -^^rdx
v       '     +K J2n J_oot-x + i0 -      \   2nJ J_oc t-x-i0

+ Lm'(T=T)^idt'm-      -°0<,<1-

When one transforms this problem to the positive axis changing t to t' = l-t,

then n+, n~ , mx(t) change to n~ , n+, -mx(t), respectively. Therefore

we constructed a continuous matrix a(B) on y and we shall call this matrix

the symbol of operator B defined by the left-hand side of (5.1). As in [3, §15]

we have the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1. The symbol of the composition of two operators Bx and B2 is

equal to the product of symbols o(Bx)o(B2), and the necessary and sufficient

condition for the operator B to be a Fredholm operator in H0 N (0,1) is that

o(B) is a nonsingular matrix for any point of y ; that is, B is Fredholm if

(5.22) det¿z+(í)^0,        det¿z_(í)/0,       0 < í < 1,
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1 J2niz U0) + -—HíiM°) + 'Wpé0>
l-e

Z = \ + ÍX ,    — OO < T < +00 ,

27t;z

(5.24)    det ÍSííMD l-e
—b+(l)-mx(z)¿0,

+ ix,   - OO < X < +00 .

Moreover the index of B is the winding number of det o(B) counting clockwise:

inda(B)= ^-Aargdetcr(5)
In

(5.25) 2n
Aargdet¿z_(í) +

/=!
y-AargdetA/^z)

+ 2-Aargdetè+(i)

T= —OO

OO

i=0

+ -t- A arg det A4", (z)

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is the same as in [3, § 15]. Note that we always can

apply b~x(t) to (5.1), just reducing the operator B to the case when b+(t) = I

and b_(t) is replaced by b~x(t)b_(t). Then the symbol of B will be defined

on an infinite "triangle" when the top side of the "rectangle" shrinks to a point.

In this case the formula for the index has the form

|01
indB= ^-Aargdet bx(t)b (t)

2n +

(5.26) + ¿AargdetZz+1(0)M0(z)
2n

_1_
2tt

-i,
T= —OO

OO

Aargdegè+ (l)M,(z)

We shall apply conditions (5.22), (5.23), (5.24) and formula (5.25) or (5.26)

to the system (4.27). Condition (5.22) has the form

(5.27) det ||ftjyr(y¡fc,)||7^I #0,       0<y\k)<ak, k=l,...,N,

where bk±jr(y[ ') are the same as in (4.21), (4.23). Indeed b±(t) are L x L

matrices consisting of N m x m blocks ||^/rll7r=i along the main diagonal,

L = mN. Now consider conditions (5.23), (5.24) in the case of system (4.27).

Again each of mNxmN matrices M0(z) and Mx(z) consists of A^/2 blocks

of size 2m x 2m along the main diagonal. Each of these 2m x 2m matrices
(*-i:M

P0 = PN , and conditions (5.23), (5.24) are equivalent to the conditions

(z) corresponds to the contribution of the vertex Pk_x, k = I, ... ,N,

(5.27')   detM(k  "(z)^0, z = \ + ix,   -co<t< +oo, k = I, ... ,N.
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We shall write an explicit expression for A7( _1)(z), 1 < k < N. The situation

here is the same as in §2.

Denote

(5-28) *f-1*5,1117^1.
where bk. , are the same as in (4.35). Analogously

(5-29) í-|-B*f-ij,ill7#-i.
where bk_x    , are given by (4.35) with k replaced by k - 1, (0,0) replaced

by (ak_x,0), and (±1 - zO)i_m*J_1/2 replaced by (±1 + iO)s~mk-,J~x/2 (see

(2.68)). Denote

(5.30) A„(z) = \\e'ßk>zojp\\"p=x,       Ak2(z) = \\eißk^OJlp=x,

where

(5.31)
ißkp = ln(cosak_x+Xkpsinak_x),        l<k<N, 1 <p < 2m, P0 = PN,

0 < arg(cosa¿_, + Xkpsinak_x) < 2n.

Then it follows from (4.34), (4.37), (2.57) that

(5.32)
M{k-x)(z) = (l-e2Kiz)-x

(I-bke2*iz) -(Akx(z) - bkAk2(z)) (^y

e™\A-kl(z) - bk_,A-k2\z)) (^y -e2*izI - bk_x

where

(5.33) bk = (b+kyxb;,    bk_x = (b+k_xyxb~k_x.

Note that factors (ak/ak_x)z and (ak_x/ak)z appear because of the change of

variables (5.6), (5.6'). As in (2.79) we have

(5.34)        detM{k~X)(z) = det(-bk_x+e2"izA~¡(z)bkAk2(z))detAki(z),

where

Without loss of generality we shall assume that

m

(5.36) detAk3(z) = (I - e2*izfx ]](-l +el{2n~h -^+ßk')z) ¿o.

j=\

Otherwise we should change the operator (4.5) (see Remark 2.2).  Note that

(5.36) is always satisfied when AQ(x,Çx ,Ç2) has real coefficients. Then we have

(see (2.82))

(5.37) 2n - ßk J+m + ßkj = 2 Reßkj,       0 < Reßkj < 2n.

(5.35)      Afc3(z) = (l-e2it'z)-'
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Therefore condition (5.27') is reduced to the following condition:

(5.38) det(-V, + e2nizA-k!(z)bkAk2(z)) ¿0,

z = j + ix,   — oo < t < +oo, 1 < k < N.

Analogously to (2.73) we shall simplify condition (5.38) to make the dependence

of s more explicit.

Denote

(5.39) *S-11^(0,0. il.A^il))^,

(5.40) 4 = \\(±axk(0,0)±a2k(0,0)Xkp(±l) - iOf^Sj"^ .

Analogously

(5.39') bti,o = \\Bk-i,jo(°>"k-i>±x->*k-i,P(±m\7,p=i,

(5.40')
±

ak-

Since

«t.=ii(±«.>fc-i(o.^-.)±«2,.-.(°'^-i)v.,p(±i)-^)i/2"%iir,p=i

(Zc-l)   , (Zc-1) (Zc)   , (Zc)       (Ac—1)        j, (k)
a\Jk-Xn\ +a2,k-ll2 =a\,kni     +a2,kn2    >1 =Un-ak_in

and
sinak_x-Xkpcosak_x

k~X'P     -cosak-i-*k,„smak-i

(see (2.20)), we obtain

ai,k-i+a2,k-iXk-i,P = -aikCOSak-i-a2ksmak-i

sin a,, —A.    cosa,,

t5"4') + -cosa^, -A,psina;_,(^SÍn^-> -«»«»"*-,)

= (axk + a2kXkp)(-cosak_x-Xkpsinak_xyX.

Therefore

(5.42)    (±ax¡k_x±a2¡k_xXk_XtP(±l)-i0)x/2-s

.n^/2-sJ(n-ß±J(l/2-s)

since

= (±axk±a2kXkp(±l)-i0)'l¿'se-'

-n < arg(±axk_x±a2k_xXk_Xp(±l)) < 0

and
i R

0 < arge    " = argtcosa^, + Xk ̂ sina^.,) < 2n.

Here we denote ß+k p = ßkp , ßkp = ßkp+m . We have

(5.43) b+k = b+koa+k ,       bk~ = \\e-in(s~mk'-Xm5Jb-koa-k ,

(5-44) bU = Ko<e'*m-%:ti-s)>

(5.45)        b~k_x = \\ein{s-mk--'-XI2)ÔJb;_xfia;e^x'2-s)Alx2({ -s).
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Substituting (5.43), (5.44), (5.45) into (5.38) and multiplying from the left by

detú£ and from the right by det(ak)~x, we obtain that (5.38) is equivalent to

the condition

(5.46) det(-Afc,(I -s)(b+k_Xfi)-X\\e~inmk-'^Jb7_xfiA7^2 -s)e'"{s-X/2)

+ ^%-1V)(O_1|k",^J^ll^fc2(-)^'''r(i"1/2,)/0.

Dividing by detA^,^ - s)e'*{s~x/2) and detA~2(± - s), we finally obtain the

following condition:

(5.47) detAL, „(z-s + A) #0,       z = ± + t,   -oo<t<+oo,

where

(5.48)

Mk-i ,o(z - s + {)

= (-(K-i,oTX\\e-inmk-'J¿Jbk-i,o

+ e2„(z-5+l/2)A-,(z_j+,)(è;o)-l

• ̂ ""^«yi^rA^ -* + i)).        i<k<N.

Denote by I.k_x, 1 < k < N, the set of zeros of detMk_x 0(z) (see (5.48)).

Then s G R satisfies (5.47) iff

(5.49) l-J^Relj.,.

We shall summarize the main results of this section:

Theorem 5.2. Operator <Ps defined by the left-hand sides of (4.17), (4.27) is

Fredholm in ^ N iff (5.21) and (5.49) are satisfied for all k = I, ... ,N. The
formula for the index has the form

ind<Ps = ¿¿Aargde^^'))-1^^»)
Zc-l

(5.50)
y\k)=ak

N     .

+ Y, j-AargdetA/(/c_l)(z)

Zc = l

1/2+i'oo

1/2-100

where

b±k(y{k)) = \\bt]P(y(k))\\lP-i

are the same as in (4.21), (4.23) azici A7( (z) are the same as in (5.23). Note

that the direction in (5.50) is clockwise with respect to 2.

Remark 5.1. In Theorem 5.2 we assumed that condition (5.36) is satisfied for

1 < k < N. Otherwise one should change operators (4.5) (see Remark 2.2).

Then operator 4>ä will change and (5.27), (5.49) will be the necessary and

sufficient conditions for the Fredholmity of this operator. Note that the final

result concerning the Fredholmity of si will need only the condition (1.7) that
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is equivalent to (5.27) and the condition (5.49). Also note that if one needs to

add an additional vertex to make N even then the condition (5.27') for such a

vertex is always satisfied and also the contribution of this vertex to the index is

equal to zero.

Example 5.1. Consider the case when ak = n, k = I,... ,N, that is, the case

of mixed elliptic boundary value problems in a smooth domain (see [3, §24]).

Then we have

(5.51) ßkp =-ln(cosak_x+Xkpsinak_x) = n,        l<p<2m,

(5.52) A„(z) = Afe2(z)

where / is the identity matrix. Also (see (

(5.53) detAk3(z) = -(-l

and (see (5.34))

-(l-e     )   (-bk_x+e     bk) =

(5.54)

where

bk_i = (b+k_x(ak_x)yxb;_x(ak_x),bk = (b+k(0))~xb;(0),

b^y^) are the same as in (5.50), p = k - 1 ,k . Note that when x changes

from -co to +oo then (1 - e2niz)~x(bk_x - e2n,zbk) describes a line segment

in the space of matrices connecting bk_x and bk . Note that this line segment

does not intersect 0 because of (5.38).

Consider a discontinuous matrix function on d2 equal to

(b+k(y(k)))~lb-k(y(k))   onTk,k=l,...,N.

Connecting bk_x with bk by a line segment, we obtain a continuous curve.

Then (5.50) implies that indO^ is equal to the winding number of the determi-

nant of this closed curve counted clockwise. We shall prove in §7 that indO^

is equal to the index of operator sfs defined by the boundary value problem

(1.1), (1.2). In the next section we shall find another expression for ind<Ps that

makes the dependence on í more explicit.

Note that there is an easier approach to the computation of the index of

mixed boundary value problems based on the study of the Riemann-Hilbert

ijrz T
e    I,

¡.36))

fete)m-'

1      h
2niz

(

_ Aniz   Ac— 1 _    2^/z   k

1 u e
-2m

l+e-2^k-lT l+e-2«r»k      >
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problem with discontinuous coefficients (see [3, §14 and (15.47)], where a sim-

ilar problem was treated).

6. Computation of the index

In this section we shall find simpler formulas for the index of operator O^.

It will be proved in §7 that operator R^ (see (4.2)) is always Fredholm and

has zero index. Therefore ind<P; = ind-fl^ .

We have (see (4.21), (4.9), (4.10)) that

(6.1)
det 11^0^)11 - det \\Bkjo(y[k) ,0,1,Xkp(y\k),0)\\

m

• riK^ .0) + a2k(y(k) ,0)Xkp(y\k) ,0) - i0)x,2~s,

p=i

(6.2)
det 11^(^)11 = det\\Bkj0(y\k),0, - 1, -Xkp+m(y[k) ,0)\\

• Ilt-«.^. >°) - a2k(y\} Wk,P+m(y\ ' .0) - i0)
P=\

1/2-5

-iTt(s-mkj-\l2)<fki(7k))+in(s-mk]-\l2)<pk2(7k))

It is clear that

(6.3)

_1
2n

AargJ]Y

m

-in(s-mkJ-l/2)<pki(y\k))+ÍK(s-mkJ-l/2)<pk2(/í'

= -2>-mfc;-i/2),
J=l

y    =t¡k

,(*)
(k)

Note that axk(y\ ' ,0) + a2k(y\' ,0)Xk p(y\ ' ,0) belongs to the lower complex

half-plane for all y[k), 0 < y(k) < ak, since Ima2k(y[k) ,0)Xkp(y[k) ,0) < 0.

Therefore the increment of the argument of

(axk(y[k) ,0) + a2k(y(k) ,0)Xkp(y[k) ,0) - i0)x/2~s   on Tk

is equal to the difference of the arguments at the endpoints Pk_x and Pk . Note

that in y ' system of coordinates the coordinates of Pk_x are (0,0) and the

coordinates of Pk are (ak , 0). So

(6.4)

1 Aarg(a,^y,A:),0) + í22,(y(1/c),0)A,í)(v(,/:),0)-/0)1/2 s
In

= ^(<P+kP(Pk-0-<PUPk))(X-/2-s)'

y\k,=ak

2nyYkP
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where tpkp(PT) is the argument of

axk(y(k), 0) + a2k(y[k), 0)Xkp(y{k),0)   at /» ,

(6.5) -n<çkp(P.)<0,       i = k-l,k.

Analogously

^Aarg(-axk(y[k\0)-a2k(y\k),0)Xkj>+m(y\k),0) - i0)x/2~s
(6.6) Ln

= ^(ñP(pk-i)-ñP(pkw/2-s),

where <Pkp(P¿) is the argument of

-axk(y{k),0)-a2k(y(k),0)Xkp+m(y(k),0)   at/>, i = k-l,k,

(6.7) -7r<p~(J>)<0,       i = k-l,k.

It follows from (5.42) that

(6.8) 9+k-i,P(Pk-x)-<plP(Pk-X) = n-Reßkp,

(6.8')                  f;_i,(^-i) - <Pk,P(Pk-i) = *- Reßk,P+m ■

Therefore using (6.8), (6.8') we obtain

(6.9)
. m

.m 1/2-5

if'-a*

E 2^A^Ii^aik(y\k) '0) - «»(tf' .0)AttP+m0>,*) ,0) - ¿o)1
Zc=l p=l

m

. U(axk(y[k), 0) + a2k(y[k),0)Xkp(yf), 0) - i0)s~x/2

p=i
1/1 \    N     m

= s? 2 -*) EEM-i) - «v,c*)) - (<(^-.) - «V^»
V / k=\P=\

m     V
1/1 \ /"     "

Z7C   VZ ' p=lk=\

-(fi^-iJ-fî-i^-i)))

1/1     \ m   N

= 277t \2~S)T,E((Reßk,P+m-*)-(Keßkp-"))-

In (6.9) we used the notation P0 = PN, 9%(PN) = <ptP(po)
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Therefore

N

(6.10)

¿¿Aargde^^»))-^;^^)
Zc=l

= E ¿A«Kdrt(o>¡ V1*-(y¡*>)
Zc=l

N    m 1/1 \    N    m

+ee«*/+¿(í-«)i:i:^a
Zc=l ;=1 v ' Zc=lp=l

y¡"=**

yi*'-«*

k,P+m Reßkp + 2n),

where

(6.11)
b+ko(y{k)) = IHyoO^.0,1 . V^»0»^,

bko(yik)) = \\BkJo(y?\o, -u-iktP+m(y[k),o))\\lP=x

Now we shall compute (l/27r)AargdetA/(/c l)(z)\xxí22+J™ . We shall assume from

now on in this section that AQ(x,Çx ,£2) is real. Then (5.37) holds. We have

il/2+i'oo

(6.12)     -l-Aargt-l+e
¿n

i2Rtßkjz

1/2-joo

1a        i    \   ,     iReßki-2Reßkix,= — Aarg(-l+e     Fj       Hkl )
2n

It follows from (5.34), (5.46), (5.48) that

-K(«-**„).
Jkj>

(6.13)

^-AargdetA/(A: u(z)
27T

1/2+/00

1/2-100

= x-AargdetA/fc_10(z-5 + ¿)
2?r

1/2+joo

I/2-100

^AargdetA^z)
1/2+loo

1/2-100

Consider first the case of second-order elliptic operator ^40(x, id/dx) with real

coefficients. In this case m = I. Soj=l,p=l,p + m = 2. We have (see

(5.48))

e-"""*-i,i¿-
(6.14)     Mk_xo(z) =

bk-\,o

— ITtmii  i r —

1,0      e ' °k,0   i(z-s+l/2)(2n-ßkj+ßk2)

6*,0

where (see (5.39), (5.39'))

(6.15)    b+ko = Bkxo(0,0, + l,Xkx),       bk-0 = Bkxo(0,0,-l,-Xk2),

bk-l,0 = Bk-l,lo(ak-l>°> + l'AZc-l,l)'
(6.16)

*Zc-l,0 _5Zc-l,l,o(aZc-l'^' ~ lj ~*k-lj)

,(/»)    JP)   JJ>)Here i10(ji1'1 ,nx,n2 '), p = k - 1, /c is the principal part of the bound-

ary operator on T   written in y^ coordinates, (0,0) are the coordinates of
p.
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,(*)the vertex Pk_x in the y( ' system of coordinates, (ak_x ,0) are the coordi-

nates of P.x  in y{k~x) coordinates, A., = A. (0,0), j = 1,2, are roots

(*)of A0(x,£) = (£2 - A,(x)¿;,)(¿;2 - A2(x)¿;,) written in yK '  coordinates, and

Ak-i j = Ak-i j(ak-\ >0), j = 1,2, are the roots of AQ in y( ~x) coordinates.

Note that (see (5.37))

(6.17) 2n + ßkx-ßk2 = 2Reßkx,

where (see (5.31))

(6.18) ißkj = ln(cos ak_, + Xkj sin ak_, ),       0 < Re ßkj < 2n, j = 1,2.

Denote

(6.19) yk_lfi = (l/2ni)ln(b-kob+k-i,olKob~k-x,o)>

where we take the branch of logarithm such that

(6.20) -2<Reyk_lfi< 5,       k=l,...,N.

We have

(6.21)    —AargA/,_,0(z)
1/2+100

1/2-Zoo

_1_a        /_.   ,     2Kiyk-,fi+ni(mki+mk_,A)+i(47t-2Reßki)(z-s+l/2),

2n

l/2+ioo

1/2-zoo

Note that the Fredholmity condition (5.47) has the following form:

mk\ Am.   . .     (      Re/?., \
(6.22) Reyfc_1>0+    kx   2 k~x'x + [2 - -^j (1 - s) + 0   (modp),

where p e Z.

Therefore there exists an integer pk_x such that

mk\ Am.   , .      (      Re/?., \
(6.23) Reyfc_,,0+    "   2k~U + {2-^j(l-s) = Pk_i+Sk-i,

where 0 < Sk_x < 1. So

-l+e
2niyk-, ,o+ni(>>,<ki+">k-i ,i)+i(4n-2Reßk,)(z-s+l/2)

(6.24)

Analogously to (6.12) we obtain

_ _j   ,     2*'A-i   -2nlmyk_, 0-(4i:-2Reßkl)t

(6.25) j^Aarg Mk_xo(z)

1/2+/00

1/2 -loo

= _{n_2nôk_x).
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It follows from (6.10), (6.17), (6.13), (6.12), (6.25) that the index of operator

<P in the case of a second-order operator has the following form:

N 0

***** = Eé^bMk)))~lbk~o(y\k))

(6.26) +¿mtl + ¿(l/2-í)5>r-2Reflkl)
Zc=l fc=l

♦¿(ï-^O+éG-s««*,)-
Zc=l   x '        Zc=l   v '

where (see (6.11))

(6.27)

Note that

(6.28)

*¿(yí*,)-^,oo'r*).o.i.'*HU'ík).o)),

tók))-Afcl0(y¡k),0,-l, -^(y^.0)).

zv
V- ^mkl+mk-l,l
Z^mki-¿^ 2

Zc=lZc=l

where by definition m0 , = w^ ,

Therefore

(6.29)
Zc=l

"k

+±=e^+ñi-»(i-=F)-±*.
fc-l z fc=i V *     /     *=1

'*-!

Substituting (6.23) into (6.29) we obtain

(6.30) ind*f=j;¿A««(*>í*,))",*MÜ'ífc))    -ERe4-.,o + E^-i.
t-i .     t=i ¿-=i

where pfc_, are the same as in (6.23) and yk_x 0 are the same as in (6.19).

Consider a discontinuous curve on

d2=\JTk
Ze=l

equal to (bko(yik)))~lbko(y[k)) on Tk . For each vertex Pk_x, l<k<N,

Pq = Pn'      Pk-l ~ *k-l n^Zc>

connect (¿£0(0))~'ôJ0(0) with (**_, ,0(ajfc-1))~'*t-i .o(fl*-1) by a line segment

if jRey^, 0| < \ or clockwise by an arc if Reyk_x 0 = \. Then we obtain a
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continuous curve in the complex plane and its winding number zc0 will be an

integer. We have

N

-ERe>v(6.31) k0 = ¿EAargtó0'))-^?)2jt,
Zc=l

■1,0'

at      *=•

Note that (see (6.19))

(6.32) arg(¿zfc+_,0(u,_,))-1o;_,0(u,_,)-arg(¿zfc+(0))-1¿z;_,(0)

=-2nReyk_x o (modp),       peZ.

We have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. In the case of a second-order equation the index of operator <Pi

has the following form:
N

(6.33) ind<PJ = zc0 + 5>I;_,,
Zc=l

where zc0 is defined in (6.31), (6.27), (6.19) and pk are defined in (6.23).

Note that zc0 is counted clockwise and is independent of s and the order

mkx of boundary operators Bkx on Tk . Indeed zc0 has a form analogous to the

case of a boundary value problem in a smooth domain; pk_,, 1 < k < N, gives

the contribution of the vertex Pk_x and depends on s and mrX, r = k - 1, k.

Now we shall consider the case of elliptic equations of order 2m, m > 1.

The following formula describes the dependence of

AargdetA/^^z-s + AjlJJ2^   on s.

We have

(6.34) ¿AargdetA/fc_10(z-5 + i)

l/2+ioo

1/2-ioo

= 2^argdetA/*-i,o(*)

•«.VE^-».
-0-ioo p=x

where the increment Ho-'i» means that in the case when detMkx 0(z) has

zeros on Re z = 0 we deform the contour to the negative half-plane Re z < 0

near the zeros. In (6.34) |w¿_,| is the number of zeros of Mk_x 0(z) including

multiplicity between Rez = -e and Rez = 1 - s ; mk^_x > 0 when 1 - s > 0

and mks)_, < 0 when 1 - 5 < 0, e is small.

To prove (6.34) note that detMk_x 0(z) —* det(-bk_x 0) when x —* +oo and

detMk_x Q(z) -> detbkodete2,"zAkl(z)Ak2(z) when r—»-oo. We have

(6.35)

h-i,o = (C.,0rV'™*-1 ^ii^-m* bkfi = ^to)~l\\e~"mk%\\b;0,
m

(6.36) dete2nizA~kxx(z)Ak2(z) = expiz^^n -2Reßkp).

p=\
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Since argdetMk_x 0(z) changes continuously with Rez for large |t| , we shall

connect the lines Rez = 0 and Rez = 1 - í for large |t| . The increment of

argdetMk_x0(z) is close to 0 for x large and positive and AargdetMk_x Q(z)

is close to (4n-2Reßkp)(l -s) when x is large and negative. Therefore (6.34)

follows from the principle of argument.

Therefore (6.10), (6.12), (6.13), (6.34) imply

N °

ind<1>5 = E Jz^^et(b+ko(y[k)))-xb^o(y[k))

(6.37) , ^lY*mk-ij, + mkp-1

+ ^Aargdet Mk_xfi(z)

y\k)=*k

-O+i'oo

+ mk-i
l-O-ioo

Theorem 6.2. Index of <J>S can be represented in the form (6.37) where bk0(y\ ')

are defined in (6.11), Mk_x 0(z) is defined in (5.48), and mk]_x is defined in

(6.34).

Example 6.1. Consider again the case of the mixed elliptic boundary value prob-

lem, i.e., when all ak = n. Then (see (5.48), (5.52), (6.35))

(6.38) Aargdet A/^_,0(z)|:Jt'~ = Aargdet(-rVi,o + *2*'Xo)l-o-,~ •

Let e "'"t-1*, l < p < m , be the eigenvalues of bk^x 0bkQ, where

(6.39) 0<Reak_x p < 1,        1 <p < m, 1 < k < N.

Then using (6.12) we obtain

-0+i'oo

¿Aargdet A/,_1;0(z)|I^ = ¿Aargft-l +eM^- '»)

(6.40) p=1
1    m

= 2¿22(n-2nReak-lJ>í-
¡>=\

Substituting (6.40) in (6.37) we obtain an expression for ind^. The set of

roots of det Mk_x 0(z) = 0 consists in this case of the following points:

(6.41) z = -ak-ij, + r>

where 1 < p < m, r e Z.

Note that the formula (6.37) with substituted expression (6.40) is more ex-

plicit than one obtained in Example 5.1.

7. FINITE-DIMENSIONALITY OF THE KERNEL

In this section we shall prove the following theorem, completing the proof

that operator si is Fredholm:

-0-i'oo
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Theorem 7.1. The kernel of operator sis defined by (1.1) and (1.2) is finite di-

mensional.

Proof. We have constructed in §4 an operator R^    (see (4.2)) such that

(7.1) ■flf*(,)Ä(,1) = <PC,» ' 5 5 5'

where ^ is an operator in M?^x = Hs_2mNi(2) x UkJHo,Ni(rk) defined bY

(4.17), (4.27) and s/s(X) is the operator defined by (1.1), (4.11). Note that sis(x)

is Fredholm iff sis is Fredholm and has the same index. It is clear that operator

<bs is Fredholm iff the operator <P^ ' defined by (4.27) only is Fredholm in

%¡V^ = Y[k jH0Nt(rk). It was proved in §§4 and 5 that <PS is Fredholm for

all j except some discrete set IB . Therefore there exists a regularizer <P^-1)

such that

(7.2) 0J<p;-1) = /+71,

(7.3) <t>{-X)<ps = l+T2,

where 7,, 72 are compact in ^()J , s $ XB. Then applying <P,-1' to (7.1)

from the left and from the right we obtain

(7.4) jyi(1)Ry)<p;_1) = /+7,,

(7.5) orvx'^+^2.
It follows from (7.4) that J^(1) has a closed range and finite-dimensional co-

kernel. To prove that sis(X) is Fredholm it is enough to prove that sis(x' has a

finite-dimensional kernel. Note that (7.5) implies that R^ has a closed range

and a finite-dimensional kernel. We shall prove that R^1' is Fredholm for any

s and that the index of R(X) is equal to zero. Then it will follow from (7.1)

that sis(X) is Fredholm when <P5 is Fredholm and

(7.6) indj<(l) = indO - indR(c" = ind<Dc.v ' 5 5 5 5

Proposition 7.1. Operator RJ.l) is Fredholm iff R^ is Fredholm for some s and

indR^indR*", Vr.

Proof. Changing lower-order terms of A(x,id/dx) we shall find an operator

A(~x) from Hs_2m N (2) to HsN(2) that gives a particular solution of (1.1):

(7.7) psA(x,D)A(~x)f = f.

Note that A(~x) coincides modulo a lower-order operator with AQ~X)(x,id/dx)

(see (4.2)). Denote HSA(2) = ker An HsNi(2) where ker^ is the space of
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>(0)all distribution solutions of A(x,id/dx)u = 0 in 2.  Denote by Ry' the

following operator from ^2t]  to HSA(2):

N     m

(7.8) Rfc =P^Y1 Vk*kjckj - ¿-l) E V*v •
k=l j=l k,j

where A(~x) is the same as in (7.7) and 7. . are the same as in (4.16). Note that

R{X\g,c) and A{~X)g + R.f]c differ only in the lower-order terms. Therefore

R{x) is Fredholm iff A(~X)g + Rfc is Fredholm and

indR^ind^-'^ + A).

Also the equation

(7.9) u = A(~X)g + R^c

is equivalent to the equations

(7.10) g = Au,

(7.11) u-A{'X)(Au) = Rfc,

(0)where we used that AR^ = 0. Therefore A{ X)g + R.f]c is Fredholm iff Rs
is Fredholm and

(7.12) indRf = ind(A{~x)g + Rf]c) = indR{X).

Let A^ be a pseudodifferential operator with (ax (x)Çx +a2(x)£2 + z't)î(x) (see

(4.4)) where x > 0 is large. If m G HrA(2) then A^'u G Hr_s(2). Indeed

this is obvious if 5 > 0.  Inside 2   As^x\u e C°° since Au = 0.  If s < 0

then it is clear that A^m has a smoothness of order r - s in the direction

of the vector field (ax (x), a2(x)). The smoothness in the direction transversel

to (ax(x),a2(x)) follows from the ellipticity of A and since Au = 0 in 2

(using the partition of unity and constructing "minus"-operator E{, E2 locally

one can apply a proof analogous to (3.19), (3.20), (3.21)). We have

(7.13) a:^°a^=/+*0,

where K0 is an operator of zero order with a small norm if x is large.

Since A^/ is a "minus"-operator we have using (7.13) and that u e FT~A(2)

(7.14) p3Ap3\**¡u = PgA5^ • p3Au + P^K2mAs^u = PsK2mAs^u,

where K2m is an operator of order 2m with a small norm when x is large.

Therefore the operator

(7.15) Cs=psA^x-A^psK2mA^l
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maps HA(2) to Hr~s(2) since A^A^-A^p^K^A^u = 0in2 for

any u e HA(2). Analogously we can construct an operator C_s = p3A7s^ -

i4(~l)JEJ¡¡AI**) that maps HrJ(2) to HrJ+s(2) for any r, . We have

(7.16) CSC_S = I + K0X,

(7.17) C_SCS = I + K02,

where KQX, K02 are operators in HA(2) with a small norm since x is large.

It follows from (7.16), (7.17) that Cs maps HA(2) onto Hr~\2) and in

particular indCj = 0. It follows from (4.5) that

(7.18) As^-R{?)c = R{?}sc + T3c,

where ord 7, < ordR^ - 1.

Note that operator K2m restricted to HA(2) is of order 2m - I. Indeed

K2m can be represented in the form

K2m - K2mA- ,z '

where ord K^ = 2m, and ordA(J^ = -1 as an operator on HA (2).

Therefore we have

(7.19) CSR^ = R{^S + T4,

where ord 74 < ordR^ - 1.

It follows from (7.19) that R^0) is Fredholm iff R{°}s is Fredholm and

indi?[0) = indR^s, that is, the index of Rr ' is independent of r, assum-

ing that we can prove that R.f^ is Fredholm for some s.   □

Proposition 7.2. R^ ' has a finite-dimensional kernel and closed range for all s.

( We shall call such an operator semi-Fredholm.)

Proof. Note that (7.1) is equivalent to the equality

(7.20) ^(o)r;o)=<d;o),

where j^(0)  is an operator from HSA(2) to ßf^l,   defined by the left-hand
■JO)

side of (4.11) and <P^ ; has the same principal part as the left-hand side of

c|0) is semi-Fredholm for any s $ I,B(4.27). From (7.20) we have that R*0) is semi-Fredholm for any s £ S„ when

"LB is the exceptional set for si^   ■ Changing the boundary conditions Bkj to

BkJA_ k we obtain an exceptional set of the form X5 + ô. Choosing ô > 0

such that (LB + ô) n ZB = 0 we obtain that R^0) is semi-Fredholm for any

s.   D

Also Rs is semi-Fredholm for any domain 2 and for any properly ellip-

tic operator A(x,id/dx) and the norm of Rf depends continuously on the

coefficients of A(x, id/dx) and on the domain 2 .
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Proposition 7.3. If R.f^ is Fredholm for some domain 20 and for some elliptic

operator Am(x,id/dx) then i^0) will be Fredholm for any properly elliptic

A(x, id/dx) and any domain 2 that can be obtained by a deformation of 20

and A(0)(x,id/dx).

Proof. Let A(t)(x,id/dx) and 2t be a deformation such that 0 < t < 1,

A{x)(x, id/dx) = A(x,d/dx) , and 2X = 2. Since the set of all t such that

R^\t) is Fredholm is open we have that R^0)(r) is Fredholm for small t. Let

t0 be such that R^0)(f0) is semi-Fredholm but it is not Fredholm and Rf\t)

is Fredholm for t < t0 . We have dimcokerR^0)(i0) = +oo. Since the range of

R[ '(tQ) is closed there exists a bounded operator A(tQ) such that

(7.21) A(t0)R{°\t0) = I + T5,

where 75 is compact. Note that dimker^(i0) = +oo. We have for t < tQ,

\t - tQ\ small:

(7.22) A(t0)Rf\t) = A(t0)R?\t0) + A(t0)(R?\t) - R?](t0)) = I + K, + T,,

where K3 = A(t0)(Rf](t)-R.f](t0)) has a small norm, ||Ar3|| < 1 when \t-t0\ is

small. Since R^](t), t < t0, and I + Ky + Ts are Fredholm, (7.22) implies that

A(t0) must be Fredholm and this contradicts the fact that dimker,4(/0) = +oo.

Therefore R{°](t) must be Fredholm for all t e [0,1].   D

To prove that R^ ' are Fredholm operators and to compute the index of

R.[ ' consider the case when 2 is deformed to a smooth domain 20 ; that

is, all angles ak = n,k=l,...,N, and A- \id/dx) is an elliptic operator

with constant coefficients and a positive symbol A^°\Ç) > C(\Ç\ m + 1). Take

s = m + e, 0<e<5, and consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem

(7.23) A(0)(id/dx)u = 0   in20,

(7.24) dj~xu/dni~x\Yk=hkj,        1 < k < N, 1 < j < m,

where d/dn is the normal derivative to d2Q .

Proposition 7.4. Index ofthe boundary value problem (7.23), (7.24) in Hm+E(2Q)

is equal to -(m(m + l)/2)N.

Proof. If ue Hm+e(20) satisfies (7.24) with hkj = 0 then u e Hm+e(2Q) since

0 < e < \. Here Hm+e(20) is the subspace of Hm+e(R ) of functions with

supports in 2Q . Then the integration by parts gives that u = 0 if u satisfies

(7.23) and u e Hm+e(20). Therefore kersi^e = 0 where si^ is the operator

from kerA{0)nHm+E(20) to ß?m+e = X[kJHm+t_j+y2(Tk). We also compute

also the cokernel of si^E. If {hkj} belong to the range of si^e then {hkj}
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must satisfy the compatibility conditions at the vertices Pk , k = I,... ,N.

Indeed hk_x , and hk , must have equal values at Pk_x = Tk_x n Tk , and the

same for the tangential derivatives of hk_x , and hk , up to the order m - 1.

Analogously hk_x and hk must satisfy m - j + 1 compatibility conditions

at each Pk_x, 1 < k < N, since they are traces of

dj-lu/dnj-x\d3oeHm+e_j+x/2(d20).

Therefore we have (m + m - 1 + • ■ • + l)N = (m(m + l)/2)N compatibility

conditions. If {hkj} satisfy these compatibility conditions, then there exists a

function v e Hm+E(^^> sucn tnat

(7.25) dj~lv/dnJ~l\Tk=hkj,       l<k<N,l<j<m.

o

Denote by w e Hm+e(2) the solution of the equation

(7.26) A{0)(id/dx)w = -Ai0](id/dx)v,

where -A^°\id/dx)v e H_m+e(20) is known. Such a solution w exists and

it is unique since 0 < e < \ (see, for example, Example 17.1 in [3]). Then

u = v + w e Hm+c(^o^ w^ be tne solution of (7.23), (7.24). Therefore we

computed that indj*^ = -(m(m + l)/2)N.

Now compute ind<P^e. In the case of the Dirichlet boundary conditions

we have

(7-27) b+ko(yixk)) = \\Xk-pX(y{k),0)\\lp=x,

(7.28) b-M(yf) = \\(-h,P+m(y[k) M^Wl^i ■

Since the boundary is smooth and the boundary conditions are the same on

each Yk we have bk_x 0 = bk0, bk_x 0 = bkfi (see (5-48)), and therefore

bk_x o — bk o (see (6.38)). Then ok_x = 1, 1 < k < N, 1 < p < m (see
(6.39)). Since (7.27), (7.28) are the Vandermonde matrices we have

(7.29)

det^í^rx-^í*')
=IK-^ .^(^¡^ > o)+Afc ̂̂ (yi^, o))(Afc f(j,;fc), o) - A,, ̂o,;^, O))"'.

r<P

Note that
det(^0(y(I*)))-,o-00'(1fc)),       k = 1, ... ,N,

are parts of a continuous function on d2Q since boundary conditions are the

same on each Tk, 1 < k < Nx. Since ImA^^ ,0) < 0 for all y\k), 1 < k <

N, we have

(7.30) -n < arg(Xkp(y{xk),0)-Xkr(y{xk),0)) < n
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for all y\k). Also

y\k)=ak

(7.30') -n < ^rg(Xkj)+m(y[k},0)-Xkr+m(y[k\0)) <n.

Therefore

(7-31) ¿E^det^^))"^^')
k=\

We have that detMk_x ß(z) = (-1 +e2niz)m detbk0 . So detMk_x fi(z) = 0 has

a root of multiplicity m at z = p, p e Z.  Therefore formulas (6.37) and

(6.40) give

(7.32)

ind^VEÍE^T1"1 +¿¿(«-2»)-m(m-l)l
Zc=l V/>=1 P=« y

■*(
m(w- 1)                            \        m(m + 1) ..

m - w(m - 1)    =-^—--A^.
2 ' y 2

Therefore R* ' is a Fredholm operator when A7, = 0 and

Proposition 7.5. Operator R(X) is Fredholm of index zero for any Nx>0.

Proof. Since kersij,1) = 0 for any A. > 0 we have that R(c0) and R{X) are
fit TO 1 J .J

Fredholm for any A, > 0. We shall show that indR^0) = indR^ = 0 for any

Nx > 0. We have that R{X) is bounded from M?s^ to HsN[(2) for Nx > 0.
The following regularity property holds:

If u G R(X)F and 7 G ̂  ^ , u G HSjN  N{9) ,N2>0, then

Indeed, applying sis     we obtain

(7.34) ^(1)« = J<(1)R(')7 = <D(C1)7,    i.e.,   o'V = j*(l)u.

'O     ic   kA,in/l/>/l   f™™      17 ^GH     t/-v      3^ ,1»   Vlo-.ro   tViaf    (t7 'Since ^ ' is bounded from HsN¡+N2(2) to ^¡¡N¡+N2 we have that <D;u7 G

s,N¡+N2
%? N   v . Applying the regularizer of <P J we obtain

(7.35) <D¡_Vi(1)w = F + 7_17',

where 7_, is bounded from 7%?s N +1 to ^ ^ . Therefore 7 e 7i?sN^x.

Repeatedly applying <P^-1) we finally obtain that F e %¡ N+N ■ Therefore

kerR*" e ßTs<N, VN > 0. Also cokerR^ e (&S<N)* for any N >0. Indeed

let Fx , ... ,7„* be the basis of cokerR<u in (X¡fif. If u e HsN(2) and

(u,F*) = 0,   I < k < n, then there exists F e ^0 such that « = R^T"
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since HsN(2) c Hs0(2). Then (7.33) implies that F e ß?sN, that is,

u e ImR^ where R{X)N is the restriction of the operator R[x) to ^ N c %?s 0.

So cokerR^ 'N c cokerR^ ¿ . The inclusion cokerR^ '0 c cokerR^ 'N holds since

ImR^'Jy c ImR^'l,. Therefore cokerR^ = cokerR^'j, for all N > 0. So

ind R^ = ind R<'j, for all AT > 0.   a

Using the regularizer <p[ one can show analogously that the regularity in

AT holds for <¡>{SX) and therefore indofjy = indO^ for all N>0. Therefore

ind.s^ N = indsis N +N for all A^ > 0 where Nx > 0 is the minimal integer

such that A^, > m,   + \ — s.

Summarizing the results of §§4, 5, 7, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2. Operator sis defined by the left-hand sides of (I.I), (1.2) is a

Fredholm operator from Hs N (2) to %?s N iff (1.7) and (5.49) are satisfied for

all k = I, ... ,N. The index of sis is given by the formula (5.50). In the case

of real-valued symbol A0(x ,£) one can use the formula (6.37) for m > 1 and

(6.33) for the case of a second-order operator.

8. Examples and remarks

In this section we shall consider some boundary value problems for the Lapla-

cian

(8.1) Au = f,      xe2.

Example 8.1. The Dirichlet boundary value problem. Consider the Dirichlet

boundary conditions

(8.2) u\n=hk,       l<k<N.

In the case of the Laplacian we have (see (6.17), (6.18)):

(8.3) ¿fci~-'>       Àk2 = i>

(8.3') ßkx = (l/i)ln(cosak_x - isinak_x) = 2n - ak_x,

(8.3") ßk2 = (l/i)ln(cosak_x + isinak_x) = ak_x,

(8.4) ßkx +2n- ßk2 = 2ßkx = 2(2n - ak_x),

where ak_x are the interior angles at Pk_x , 1 < k < N, P0 = PN. For the

case of the Dirichlet boundary conditions we obtain (see (6.14), (6.15), (6.16),

(6.19))

(8-5) ^ViVl,       b% = l,       ^,.=0-

(8.6) Mk_xfi(z) = -l+e-iz-s+x,2)2ak-\

(8.7) Vk-i,o = 0>        l<k<N.
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Therefore the Fredholmity condition (6.22) has the following form:

(8.8) s¿l+pn/ak_x,        1 < k < N, p e Z.

We shall also require that (see (1.16))

(8.8') s¿0,-l,-2,...,

If / = 0 in (8.1) then the restriction (8.8') is not needed. Let pk_x be such

that (see (6.23))

(8-9) (otk_x/n)(l-s)=pk_x+ôk_x,

where pk_x is an integer and 0 < Sk_x < 1. Then the index tc of the Dirichlet

problem is given by the formula (see (6.33))

N

(8.10) k = E^-.'
Zc=l

where pk_x are defined by (8.9).

In particular, zc = 0 iff

(8.11) l-n/ak_x<s<l,        l<k<N.

Note that k = -N iff 1 < s < 1 + n/ak_x, 1 < k < N. This result is

easy to explain. If u e Hs(2), s > 1, then the restrictions to Fk belong to

/7i_,,2(rA:) and also the restrictions to the vertices Pk_x, 1 < k < N, exist.

Therefore hk_x , and hk , have the same value at Pk_x :

(8.12) K,APk_i=K-x,x\pk_i>       l<k<N.

These N compatibility conditions imply that zc = —N. Also note that the

boundary value problem (8.1), (8.2) is not Fredholm in Hx(2). This happens

because we consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem with nonhomoge-

neous boundary conditions (8.2) and 5 = 1 is the critical value for the problem

of the restriction to the vertices. If one included compatibility conditions in the

class of admissible right-hand sides, in particular if one considered the Dirich-

let problem with zero boundary conditions, then it would also be Fredholm for

s = 1 and the index for s > 1 would differ from (8.10) by the number of com-

patibility conditions. We shall consider the case of a homogeneous boundary

value problem in detail elsewhere.

Example 8.2. The Neumann problem. Consider the Neumann boundary con-

ditions

(8.13) du/dnk\Vk=hkx,       l<k<N,

where nk is the normal to Fk . In this case mkx = 1, bk0(y[') = -l, yk0 = 0.

The Fredholmity condition has the following form (see (6.22)):

(8.14) s¿l+pn/ak_x,        1 <k<N, peZ.
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Also we require that (see (1.16)) (8.8') holds if / ^ 0 in (8.1). The index of

the Neumann problem (8.1), (8.13) is given by the formula (8.10) where (see

(6.23))

(8.15) l + (ak_x/n)(l-s)=pk_x+Sk_x,       pk_x are integers, 0 < Sk_x < 1.

In particular, zc = 0 iff

(8.16) Ks<l+n/ak_x,        l<k<N.

Example 8.3. The Dirichlet-Neumann boundary value problem. Consider the

boundary value problem of the form

<8-17)       ""r.,-V        W
k.

= K ,        1 <j<p, 1 <r< N-p;

that is, on some rk we have the Dirichlet boundary conditions and on some

Fk we have the Neumann boundary conditions. Again in this case the formula

for the index has the form (8.10) where pk_x is the contribution of the vertex

Pk-X> I <k < N. Since each pkx depends only on the boundary conditions

on Tk_x and Tk that are joined by the vertex Pk_x, it is enough to consider the

case when we have the Dirichlet boundary condition on Tk_x and the Neumann

boundary condition on Tfc . In this case mk_x , = 0, mk , = 1, bk_x 0 = 1,

bk 0 = -1, yk0 = 0. Therefore the Fredholmity condition has the form (see

(6.22)):

(8.18) s¿ l + n/2ak_x + (n/ak_x)p,       peZ,

and pk_x is given by the formula

(8.19) i2 + (ak_x/n)(l-s)=pk_x+Sk_x,

0 < <5A:_1 < 1, Pjt_i is an integer. In particular, pk_x =0 iff

(8.20) 1 -n/2ak_x <s < l + n/2ak_x.

Example 8.4. Oblique derivative problem. Consider the following boundary

condition:

Kx,        l<k<N,
,0.., , (Zc). du . (k).   du
(8.21) -cxk(yx  )QTk+c2k(y\  ) ^-

where d/dnk is the normal derivative and d/dxk is the tangential derivative

tor,,

(8.22)

'Zcl '

2 2
to r, , cxk + c2k > 0 on r, . In this case we have (see (6.27))

b+k0(y{k)) = clk(yf])-ic2k(y[k)).

bko(y(k))-cxk(y(k)) + ic2k(y(k)).

Note that bk0 = bk0. Denote

(8-23) y™     = (l/2ni)ln(b-kQ(0)/b-k_x 0(ak_x)),
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where we choose the branch of logarithm such that

(8.24)
(i)

è<Rev-1;0<i.

Note that Reyk_x 0 = 2Rey¿_, 0 (modp) where yk_x 0 is the same as in

(6.19). In (8.23) (0,0) are the coordinates of Pk_x in (y[k) ,y(2k)) coordinates

on rk and (ak_x,0) are the coordinates of Pk_x in Cv^-1*,.^-1') coordi-

nates on Tk_x. The Fredholmity condition (see (6.22)) has the form

(8.25) 5#1 +
2;r

a
Zc-l

Reji- 1,0 +
np

a
peZ, l<k<N.

k-l

The index of the oblique derivative problem has the following form (see (6.30)):

.    m 0

K= ^Aarg(cxk(y\k)) + ic2k(y{k)))

(8.26) k=i '■ -"*

N N

-2ERei-i.o+E^-..
Zc-l Zc=l

where pk_x are integers such that

(8.27) 2Reyk_xo+l+(ak_x/n)(l-s)=pk_x+ôk_x,

0 < ôk_x < 1. We used in (8.26) that

,(*)
(8.28)       A arg

cík(y T') + ic2k(yr)
[kh

,(*) (kh
cMK>) - ic2k(y\K>)

= 2Aarg(ckx(yik)) + ic2k(y{k)))

"k
"k

Denote by cQ the following closed curve in the complex plane: take the im-

ages of cxk(y[k)) + ic2k(y\k)), 0 < y\k) < ak, 1 < k < N, and connect

the point cx k_x(ak_x) + ic2k_x(ak_x) with cxk(0) + ic2k(0) by the line seg-

ment if |Re J/¿—i ol < I  and by the "half-circle" drawn counterclockwise if

Rey['2, 0 = 5- Let zc, be the winding number of this curve. We have

(8-29) kx = ^Aarg(cxk(y{k)) + ic2k(y\k)))

Zc=l ak k=\

(1)
-1,0'

where the direction' of d2 is clockwise. Then

N

(8.30) zc = 2/c, + £>,_,,
Zc=l

where zc,, pk_x are defined in (8.27), (8.29).

Remark 8.1. It was shown at the end of §7 that ind.9^ N = indsi2 Nt+N2 for any

N2>0 where sis N is the operator acting from Hs N(2) to %?sN and defined

by the left-hand sides of ( 1.1 ), ( 1.2); i.e., the index of sis >Af +N  is independent
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of N2 . We shall show that this property is equivalent to the regularity in the

weight norms of the solution of (1.1), (1.2). It was shown in Proposition 7.5

that the regularity implies that the index is independent of Nx. Now we shall

prove the converse statement.

Proposition 8.1. Let the condition of Theorem 7.2 be satisfied and ueHs N (2)

be a solution of (I A), (1.2) with F = {f,hkj,l < k < N,l < j <' m} e

%,Ni+N2- *2>0- Then also u e HsN¡+Ni(2).

Proof. Since H¡N¡+N2(2) c Hs^(2) we have that

dimker sisN{+Ni < dim ker .af Nj .

Also dim coker j< „ _,_„ > dimcoker si v since %?*„ <^%?*N_^N • Therefore

(8.31) indsisNi=inds/sN¡+N2

implies that

dimkerj^ Nj = dimker sisNi+Ni,        dim coker ¿^ = dim coker sisNi+Ni.

We have

where ueHs N¡ (2), F e ^ Nt+Ni C %?s N¡. Since F elm sis N¡ we have that

F is orthogonal to cokersis N . But cokersis N¡ = cokersis N[+N2 so that F is

orthogonal to cokersis N +N ; that is, Felm^ n,+n2 • This means that there

exists v e Hs x +N (2) such that

■^s,Ni+N2V=F-

Therefore sfs N (u - v) = 0 ; that is, u - v e kersis N . Since kersis N =

keT^s,Ni+N2 ™2 we have that u~v e Hs,Ni+Nl(®) ; thatis- " G HsN¡+N2(2).

D

Analogously, we can prove the following proposition.

Proposition 8.2. Let the condition of Theorem 7.2 be satisfied and (sx,s2) be two

adjacent numbers from the exceptional set Za corresponding to the boundary

value problem (1.1), (1.2), that is, sis N is Fredholm for any sx < s < s2.

Assume that ueHs, N (2), F G%?s„ N where sx < s' < s" <s2, sis Nu = F.

Then ueHs„ Ni(2).1

Proof. Since indja^ N is constant for sx < s < s2 and since dim ker sis N is

decreasing and dim coker sis N is increasing when s is increasing, we have that

dim ker sis, N = dim ker .a/,, N , dim coker sis, N = dim coker sis„ N . The rest

of the proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 8.1.   □

9. The case of multiple roots

In this section we shall drop the restriction that the roots of A0(x,Z) are

simple and shall assume only that A0(x ,£) is a properly elliptic operator. In
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y    — (y i   >y2 ) coordinates in a neighborhood of rk we shall replace operator

(4.5) by the following operator:

-iwy[k)   J-l,   (k)xm-j
(9 1)   R' c   -     l      r [ e-^w^\nrrJdw
{9A) ̂-wûUhAt,._.

where A^0, T+ are the same as in (1.4). Then instead of (4.27) we obtain

(9.2)
(N    m \

P.ZEvXrcJ
71=1 r=l ' J

Í m m

= Prk ( E bkjrCkr + E *kX;,k-1 ,rCk-1,,

m N    m \

+ E <fk2M'kj ,M ,rCk+l ,r   +Y.T, TkjnrCnr

1 k

\r=\ r=l

r=l n=\ r=l

= h(x) -D   Ai-m"-1/2R  Al~l)l 2
nkj    Prklx\,k °kjAo    'o*-lkj     *Tt"l,* "kj

where bkjr are pseudodifferential operators in R   with symbols

hl   (V™  ¿kh     -L Í Bkj0(y\k\0,r,\k\w)wr-xdw

(9.3)      «r^i   ' *.  J    j«/ 7r+ 4o(y^), 0, „<*> , t^A^öf >. °. *P '«o

■\r,\k\m-rA\Jk'-x/2(y\k),r,[k))

and Mkj k_x r, M'kj k+x r are the Mellin operators of the form (4.28), (4.29)

with the following kernels:

(9.4)

Kjjc-iMP'h-i-ak-x)

Pktk-Mk-i^^^W=     l     i°° [  Bkj,k-i(ak-i^>n\      >w

" (2n)2iJ-ooJr+     A+k_xo(ak_x,0,n\k-x),w)

i   (k),m—r,       (it—1) • t»\5—mk¡ —1/2   — iwy\ ' sinat_i
\n\'\      (-n\     'cosa.   , +«zsina._. - zO)     kj    'e     ''       * '

-dw
AtX2,K-,><WI*-,),t«)

— "Z|    (—y,     Cu»«^_1-rat_]-n_i;    ,iri\k)(-y\k> cosak-¡+ak-i-tk-i)   ,   (Zc-l)
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Changing w to \n\ ^\w and integrating in n\k) from 0 to +<x> and -oo to 0,

we obtain

(9.4')

M
(k)

kj,k-l ,r(y\><, Zc-l      "Zc-lak-l)
1      f    Bkj,k-l(ak-l^'l'W)W

In)2 Jr+

r-l

(2n)¿ Jr+     A+k_xfi(ak_x,0,l,w)

(-cosak_x +wsinak_x - iO)s~mki~X/2 dw

.5-1/2 tk-i
A_ k'_x(ak_x,0,l,w)(y\     >(wsinak_x -cosak_x)+ ak_x - tk_x)

i   r Bkj,k-Aak

(2n)2Jr+A+k_xo(ak_x,0,-l

Bkj,k-Mk-l^>-]-'w)w
r-\

.5-1/2
ww:ik':x(ak_x,o,-i,w)

(cosak_x +wsinak_x - i0)s~mki~x/2 dw

(y{k-x)(wsinak_x+cosak_x)-ak_x+tk_x)

Analogously,

M\ .(*) -If  ^,fe+1(0'0'l'^)^
k,k+x)~(2n)2Jr+     Ak+xo(0,0,l,w)

(-cosak -wsinak + iO)s~mi"~X¡2 dw

r-l

,5-1/2 ,(*)

(9.5)
Al ¿+, (0,0,1, w)(-(y\K> - ak)(w sin ak + cos ak) - tk+x )

+ — [  —
In)2 Jr+ At

Bkj,k+l(°>°>-l>w)w
r-l

(2nY Jr+A¡+xo(0,0,-l,w)As~xk/2X(0,0, - 1,w)

(cosak - w sinak + iO)s~micJ~x/2 dw

((y\k) - ak)(w sinak - cosak) - tk+x) '

In (9.4), (9.4'), (9.5) we use the same notation as in (4.30), (4.31) and we

assume that ak_x < n, ak < n. For the case when the angle is larger than n

see Remark 9.1. Analogously to (4.27), the system (9.2) can be reduced to a

system of the form (5.1). It follows from (5.22), (5.23), (5.24) that the system

(9.2) is Fredholm iff

,'   /■„<*) .(*)(9.6) det||^r(^,±l)||;r.l9É0,       0<y?><ak, l<k<N,

(9.7) detM(k~X)(z)¿0,       z = \ + ix, x e R, 1 < k < N,

where

(9.8)

M¡k-l)(z) = (l-e2'i2)-1
al*-bis*" -(m+k{z)-m_¡k(z))(^y

m+Jc.i(z) - m.M_x(z)) (j*-y -e2*"bl+k_x - bl_,*-!
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where

(9í9) ^i,^llÇ(o,±i)C=1,

m+ik(z) - m_k{z) is the Mellin transform of Wkjk_Xr(y{k), - l)||7>r=1 in

y\ ), 0 < y\ ' < +00, m+ k(z) corresponds to the first integral in (9.4') and

m_ k(z) to the second and m+ k_x(z) - m_ k_x(z) is defined analogously.

It follows from (5.26) that the formula for the index of the boundary value

problem (1.1), (1.2) has the form

K = E¿Aargdetii^>C'1)ii"1n4^^

(9.10)
Zc=l ak

N

+  ¿£¿AargdCt<"1)(Z)

Zc=l

1/2+ioo

11/2-100

As in §§5, 6 we can simplify conditions (9.6), (9.7) and the formula (9.10).

First consider condition (9.6). Assume temporarily that A\ 0(y[k), 0, ±1, z) = 0

has simple zeros. Note that the set of such Ak 0 is dense in the set of all Ak 0 .

Then computing (9.3) using the residues, we obtain

(9.11)
m

bkjr(y\k)> ± 1) = E^-oO^O, ±l,Xkp(y[k),0, ± 1))
p=l

■Xk-px(y{k),0, ± lJAl^-^.O, ±1,^(^,0, ± 1))

.(^C,o,±.,yi',o,±i)))"

■As-kmk'-x/2(y[k),±l).

There exist polynomials akn(y\   ,w) of degree < n with C°° coefficients in

y[k) such that

1    f  o-î„  Ayf] ,w)wr~x dw

¡0(y\K>,0,±l,w)

Indeed

.        ,.        m—n+r—l   ,

where a{® = 0 for r < n, a{^ = -1 . To obtain (9.12) one should apply the

inverse of \\a^\\ to (9.13). In the case when Ak0 has simple zeros (9.12) has
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the following form:

(9.14)    E<m-n(yi   ^M} ^, ±l))Xr-px(y\k) ,0, ±1)
p=i

id At
gf(y\k),0,±l,Xkp)\     =Snr;

that is,

\4,m-n(y\k)^kMk)^,±l))\\:^

is the inverse matrix to

'dAkO(Jixr-x(y[k],0, ±i) r-r^w,0, ±l,Xkp)

Using (9.14) one can rewrite (9.11) in the following form:

p/=i

(9.15) bxkjr(y[k). ±i) - EK7kJ'l/2(y{k)' ± ^{klMk)' ± iKr(y\k)> ±u,
p=i

1.(0) >„(*) ,(0)where ¿¿.„Cr,   , ± 1) are the same as in (1.4), that is, bk    is the Lopatinsky

matrix, and

(9.16)  ck<y\k),±l) == —f  —
2ni Jr+ <o

,(k) r-l
<m-P(y\>™)™   dw

(y[k),0,±l,w)As-7;k/2(y\k\0,±l,w)

Using the residues we obtain from (9.16) that

(9.17) det\\ckpr(y[k}, ± l)\Çr=x = RA^'Or™ ,0, ± 1, V>V ,0, ± »))•
p=i

Taking the limit we have that equations (9.15) and (9.17) hold for any

A+ko(y\k),0,±l,w).

It follows from (9.15) that condition (9.6) is equivalent to condition (1.5),

the Shapiro-Lopatinsky condition. It also follows from (9.15), (9.16) (cf. (6.1)-

(6.11)) that

N      . °

¿2^Aargdet\\bxkjr(y\k), + 1) If111^,0^, - 1)||
*-'

(9.18) = £¿Aaigdet||*¡X>, + l)|f >£><*>, - l]
Zc=l

N     m 1/1 \    N     m

+EE^ + 2íU-5 EE(Re^,P+,-Re^,P + 2rt),
Zc=l v=l V ' Zc=l p=l

where ßk    are the same as in (6.10), 1 < p < 2m .
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Now consider (9.8). Analogously to (9.15) we have

(9.19) m+M(z) = b\!kAxkx(z),       m_M(z) = bX_^Axk2(z),

(9.20)
m+tk_i(z) = b+Jc_le     (Akx(z))    ,

m_k_x(z) = bx_k_xe2niz(Axk2(z))
-i

where bx± k , b± fc_, are the same as in (9.9) and

(9.21)

(9.22)

where

(9.23)

Denote

-Li
2ni Jr+

k ,m—n
(0,w)w"-xezXn{cosak-t+wsinak-'] dw

Al;J0,0,+l,w)

1    f  ak,m-n(°>w)w     e±f2ni Jr+

P— 1   zln(cosa,t_|— w sina4_i)
dw

AtJ0,0,-l,w)

n ,P=\

n ,P=l

0 < argln(cosaJt_, ±wsinak_x) < 2n,    Imw < 0.

4i(*)(vy(9.24)   Axki(z) = (l-e2nizrX
e2juz(K2(z))-x (^y

We have using (9.12) that (cf. (5.36)):

-/

(9.25) detA^z) = (1 -e2niz)~x f[(-l+ei{2n-ßkJ+"'+ßkj)z).

7=1

Assuming that (9.25) is not zero for z = \+ix, x e R, we obtain analogously

to (5.34), (5.48) that (9.7) is equivalent to the following condition:

(9.26) detMxk_xfi(z-s + \) ¿0,       z = \ + ix, -co< x < +oo, 1 < k< N,

where

(9.27)
A/L.,o(*)=-(<L,r>'ll^,-"""*-! .J X    II Aw(0)

jp\\u-,k-l

+ ^'z(A;,(z))-1(^)-1||,-'^<í7,||¿>i2(z),

- ni,«»)*ï* = llC(°- ± !)ll' b±\-i = IICK-.' ± Oil, and a;,(z), Ak2(z) are
defined in (9.21), (9.22).

Remark 9.1. We have assumed that (9.25) is not zero for all z = \+ix, as in the

case when A0(x ,cj) is real. Otherwise, analogously to Remarks 2.2 and 5.1, we

need to change operator RlkJckJ, replacing ckj(n\k)) by £™ , dkjr(nf])clr(n(k)),
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where deg ,*, dkjr(n(k)) = 0 (cf. (2.84)). Also we assumed in (9.1) that ak_x <

it, ak <n. Otherwise (cf. Remarks 2.1 and 4.1) we consider the operator

(9.28) Gxkjckj = jT Gxkj(y{k) ,y{k) ,y[k) - t)ckj(t)dt,

where

(9.29)
—iwx2 — ix¡r¡\ '    j— 1 i„(Zc)i»n—j

(2n) t J-oo Jr+(2n)2iJ-ooJr+ A+k0(yW,n[k\w) *x

(k)
,   Wt  UULU111   üliaiUgUUDlJf   tu   V-7*"1

wj~x dw

Integrating in n\\ we obtain analogously to (9.4')

rl   ,   (Zc) . -1      f    _W_
(9i30) kÍ       ,Xl,X°     (2n)2kA^k\l,w)(wx2 + xx)

wj    dw

-:0(y^,-l,w)(wx2-xx)(27t)2 Jr+ Atn

(9.30) gives an analytic continuation of Gxkj(y{ ],x2,xx) for any (x, ,x2) ^

(0,0). Analogously to (2.77) we can find the Fourier transform Gxkj(y{ ', £2, c;, )

of GxkJ(y{k),x2,x,) in (x, ,x2):

wJ~ dw
G>(k)^x) = TnL^

(y{k),-l,w)(Z2 + wZx)

,m(y^,l,w)(^2-wQ

1    f wj~ ' rfu;

We shall replace (9.1) by

(9.32) KjCtl=P^?;!(ym.^)o'kickl.

Analogously to Remarks 2.1 and 4.1, we have that all results remain valid for

n < ak < 2n .

We shall formulate our final result:

Theorem 9.1. Operator sis defined by the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2) is

Fredholm iff the Shapiro-Lopatinsky condition (1.5) and the "corner condition"

(9.26) are satisfied. The index of sis is given by formula (9.10) or by the following

formula when AQ(x,Ç) is real:

(9.33)

ind^ - ¿¿AargdetllC^, + Dlf'llC^' " »)
*-l ak=0

*■ mk.x,pAmkfi-l + ^^MLio{zr_^Z + „j
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where b(kJr are defined in (1.5), Mxk__xfi(z) is defined in (9.27), \mks)_x\ is the

number of zeros of detA/^_, 0(z) = 0 between Rez = -0 and Rez = 1 - s,

mks)_x > 0 when l-s>0,and m(ks)_x < 0 when 1 -s < 0.
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